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FOREWORD 

This report was prepared by the Systems Engineering Division of Daniel, 
Mann,   Johnson,   & Mendenhall under Contract AF 04(611)-7540.    This 
contract authorizes studies to be made of test systems for toxic propellant 
rockets.    This volume presents the meteorological aspects of the studies 
as found during the contractual period covering 1 August 1961 through 
31 October 196Z,   and is part of the final report of the contract. 

Conclusions as to the specific use of the results of the MAir Dispersion of 
Rocket Exhaust" are presented in Report SSD-TDR-6Z-137,   entitled "Design 
of a Toxic Rocket Test System". 

PUBLICATION REVIEW 

This technical documentary report has been 
reviewed and is approved, 

MILBURN R.   RALEICH,  C 
Research & Development Section 



ABSTRACT 

An analysis of the ability of the atmosphere to dissipate 
toxic exhaust products from a rocket test system was per- 
formed.     The analysis covered dispersion    stack height, 
total, integrated dosage,   inversion layer penetration,   and 
sampling and weather data systems.     Methods for determin- 
ing toxicity levels downwind of a toxic emission were 
developed.     The conditions for safely releasing various 
quantities of toxic materials were defined for various types 
of rocket firings. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Large increases in payload or range are available with missiles and space- 
craft from relatively small increases in the specific impulse of the 
propellants.    Thus,   there is a continuous search for propellants and methods 
to increase specific impulse levels.    This search for rocket fuels which 
contain higher energy has led researchers to many propellant combinations 
which are extremely toxic.    Testing these highly toxic rockets at the Edwards 
Rocket Site presents a problem in toxicity which may involve the health 
and lives of people living in surrounding communities as well as personnel 
at the base. 

Since it is imperative to our national interests to perform further propellant 
research,   it is of the highest importance that toxic rockets are tested and 
developed.    It follows that a means of safely testing such rockets must 
be   evolved.     The 6593rd Test Group at the Edwards AFB Rocket Site has 
been assigned Air Force responsibility for this mission,   and the  purpose 
of this report is to present the theory and application of meteorology to 
assist in the accomplishment of this goal. 

The study covered in this report presents a means of determining the extent 
of ground level contamination caused by the rocket effluent discharged into 
the atmosphere.    The primary purpose for this meteorological study is to 
provide a basis for facility design for testing toxic rocket propellants. 
Trade offs in cost and time may be accomplished between the two extremes 
of complete filtration or decontamination of the rocket effluent  and the 
direct discharge of effluent into the atmosphere,    An elaborate and 
extensive meteorological network and accurate weather prediction may be 
required to permit safe open-air firing.     The trade -offs in design must 
at all times take into consideration the maintenance of a high degree of 
safety. 

Section I of this report covers the theoretical and empirical derivations of 
the techniques for analysis of movement of clouds of toxic products in 
the atmosphere.    The study includes an analysis of both the equations and 
the coefficients according to present state-of-the-art.    Atmospheric 
dispersion phenomena,   effective stack height,   inversion penetration,   and 
the total integrated dosage theories were evaluated and are presented. 

Section II of this report covers the application of the theories to hardware 
and support system designs and to the parameters which must be known 
for these designs. 



SUMMARY 

The theories and empirical findings concerning the capacity of the 
atmosphere to dilute man-made  air pollutants were evaluated from the 
standpoint of dispersing rocket exhaust.    The primary problem found in 
this evaluation centered around the physical size of the rocket engines 
under consideration.    The larger size (5, 000 to 100, 000 pounds thrust) 
rockets require meteorological data of a magnitude higher than micro- 
meteorology but a magnitude lower than found in atomic explosions. 

The general considerations covered in this study were the various dispersion 
processes encountered in diffusion,   effective stack height,   inversion 
penetration and in total integrated dosages of toxic materials.    The rate 
and type of diffusion are influenced by wind speed,   time variation in wind 
direction,   gustiness,   vertical stability or lapse rate,   and ground surface 
influences.    Dispersion theories and formulae investigated were Sutton's, 
Bosanquet and Pearson's,   Holland's Gaussian form,   and the Ocean Breeze 
derivation.    Continuous point source dispersion formulae of all above 
types are essentially similar and can be equated to each other.    The 
reliability and the procedure for application of these formulae are 
presented.    Any of the formulae may be used with equal reliability, 
depending on the particular type analysis being conducted. 

In addition to the dispersion process,   the effective height to which a 
rocket exhaust plume will rise must be known for the determination of 
downwind contamination.    The factors influencing this plume  rise are; 
rocket test size,   propellant characteristics,   rocket firing    orientation, 
and atmospheric conditions.    A number of equations are available for the 
determination of plume rise.    Each formula has been discussed,   and 
optimum relations have been chosen. 

The equation which will be used for stack height determination depends 
on the type of emission.    A hot rocket exhaust pointed upward will 
require the use of an equation for momentum rise and an equation for 
buoyancy rise.    The directing of the exhaust horizontally will omit the 
need of the momentum rise equation and,   therefore,   reduce the overall 
effective stack height. 

The above relations evaluated for stack height determination are for the 
continuous emission of an effluent.    The possibility of a detonation 
occurring during a rocket test firing is always present and must be 
provided for.    Therefore,  the buoyant rise of explosion clouds was 
considered.    The U.S.   Atomic Energy Commission,   in extensive weapons 
tests,   has accumulated a large quantity of data on the rise of nuclear 
clouds as a function of weapon energy yield.    This information has been 
compiled into graphical form for the rapid estimation of cloud rise from 
explosion sources. 



As a result of the effective stack height studies,   an empirical expression 
was formulated to cover the range of conditions expected in rocket test 
work.    In addition,   an equation was derived by dimensional analysis 
which includes all factors affecting cloud rise.    The empirical expression 
may be utilized (with appropriate safety factors) for immediate applications, 
and the broader equation derived by dimensional analysis will provide a 
higher degree of reliability when directly applicable data become available. 

Inversions,   conditions of negative lapse rate in which air tends to mix at 
much lower rates than normal,   have been studied.    The indications are 
that the energy available from rocket tests is sufficient to penetrate 
inversions when the thrust level is above a minimum value. 

Applications to the testing of toxic rocket engines have been examined.    The 
thrust levels covered by the equations presented are within the range of 
6, 000 to 100, 000 pounds thrust for solid propellant grains of 100 to 
11, 000 pounds weight.    The formulae presented for diffusion are applicable 
to any combination of pollutants,   whether they be gaseous,   liquid vapor, 
or solid phases.     This means that the presentation covers the normal 
testing of liquid or solid propellants with solid additives,   test stand 
explosions,   and spillage of liquids,    in addition,  the diffusion of effluents 
from nuclear explosions or reactors can be calculated by using the 
equations presented in this report. 

In many cases,   the cost of toxic rocket test  systems may be appreciably 
reduced by taking advantage of meteorological phenomena.    Due to the 
absence of directly available experimental data,   methods of improving the 
dispersion and plume rise formulae are necessary to enable the maximum 
utilization of meteorology in test systems for a toxic,   but otherwise 
desirable,   propellant.    This improvement can be accomplished with a 
suitable micrometeorological network including a sampling system and 
data reduction equipment. 



SECTION i 

ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

This section of the report covers the analytical and theoretical treatments of 
the action of a cloud of pollutants in the atmosphere.    Extensive literature 
research was conducted on the meteorological aspect of toxic rocket testing. 
Properties of meteorology which have been covered include the general con- 
siderations affecting atmospheric dispersion.     To this end,   a study of the 
reflection of a cloud as it reaches ground le\ el,   the effects of stack heights, 
and the penetration of inversions was performed.    Dispersion is governed 
by properties which include: 

A. Wind 

B. Daily and Periodic Weather Changes 

C. Gaseous Diffusion 

The concentration of a pollutant downwind of its source is dependent upon 
these influences,   as well as the interactions between them. 

Many different formulae for the calculation of effective stack height have been 
covered,   and definite choices ha\ e been made as to the optimum relations. 
Inversion penetration is basically a part of the stack height analysis,   but the 
atmospheric conditions are sufficiently different to cause it to be a distinct 
problem in itself. 

The variability of parameters used m the diffusion equations is presented in 
addition to the above analyses.    The direction in which the toxic concentration 
varies is a complex function of many variables,   ail of which should be known 
to a high degree of accuracy to attain the optimum design of an actual facility 
as formulated upon meteorological considerations. 



GENERAL METEOROLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The concentration of a pollutant downwind of its release into the 
atmosphere is dependent upon many variables.    The pollutant is trans- 
ported with the air mass and is acted upon by the dynamic forces of the 
air.    Instability of large air masses is caused by differential surface 
heating,   rotation of the earth,   surface friction,   mechanical mixing of 
moving air masses by surface irregularity,   temperature variation with 
altitude,   and a host of other influences as well as interactions between 
those various influences. 

The surface air behavior can only be determined by measurement of its 
performance over a period of time.    By application of the data,   together 
with an understanding of fluid dynamics as it is applied to meteorology 
and micrometeorological phenomena,   reasonable predictions of atmos- 
pheric behavior can be made.     With this background of accumulated data, 
weather knowledge,   and current weather information,   much can be 
predicted about the behavior of pollutants which might be released into 
the atmosphere 

Micrometeorology  is   normally concerned with the layer of air within 
the first hundred meters above the earth's surface and for a horizontal 
distance of a thousand or so meters      When a pollutant is very toxic,   the 
areas of interest become greater and may extend to the stratosphere and 
cover the hemisphere as is the case with atomic explosions.    When applied 
to rocket engine test and missile launch,   micrometeorology may involve 
large areas or may be very limited depending upon the toxicity of pro- 
pellants or exhaust products and the quantities concerned.    As rocket 
technology is advanced,   the use of toxic propellants is increased since 
higher reactive fuels and oxidizers tend to be toxic.    Even so-called 
nontoxic fluids handled in large quantities can smother human life by 
displacement of air and the oxygen needed for support of life,    Other 
propellants can be lethal at levels as low as one part per million parts 
of air or evep one part per billion may be in excess of tolerable levels 
in inhabited areas.    Meteorological information for extended areas must 
be known where very toxic substances are released into the atmospherer 

whether by accident or of necessity. 

Information about the potential source of atmospheric contamination 
includes toxicity levels,   nature of the toxic reaction,   quantities involved, 
relative density between pollutant and air,   and particle size of pollutants 
where solids are involved.    The toxicity level of the pollutant determines 
the area of involvement and extent of meteorological details required to 
predict safe atmospheric dispersion, 
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Atmospheric dispersion processes include differential movement between 
parcels of air which results in mixing of adjoining parcels.    This causes 
dispersion and dilution of suspended vapors and solids contained in the 
air parcels.     The mixing is primarily microscopic in that intermingling 
of air masses results in mixing of a portion of one air mass with another 
where individual portions slowly lose their identity.    Air masses of 
different density retain their identity with the more dense masses re- 
maining in contact with the surface of the earth.    Resistance to inter- 
mingling expresses itself in the formation of weather fronts.    A cold- 
front is formed when a cold air mass "under runs11 a warm air mass 
forcing the v-arm air upward and creating very turbulent conditions. 
Rainfall formed from such a front is of an intermittent  "downpour" type 
because of the  rapid rise of warm air by the relatively steep cold air 
wedge.     Warm-fronts are produced when warm air blows over the top 
of the trailing edge of a cold air mass.    The trailing edge is of small 
slope being stretched out by friction between the cold air mass and the 
ground surface.    Rainfall produced along a warm-front is continuous but 
normally light.    Smaller parcels of air mixed together tend to retain 
their identity for a period of time but always eventually lose their identity. 

Diffusion processes are influenced by wind speed,   variation in wind 
direction and velocity 'gustiness',,   and vertical stability as measured by the 
vertical temperature profile ('lapse rate',   and ground surface influences. 
Measurable wind speeds normally result in turbulent flow where there is 
a tumbling action rather than streamlined flow.    Gustiness results in 
mixing of air at a rate significantly greater than that produced by molecular 
motion and resulting Brownian movement.    Because of Brownian motion, 
diffusion of gases,   vapors,   and suspended solids will always be greater 
than zero.    Diffusion by Brownian motion results from random motion of 
the molecules.    The net transport of a property  in a gi/en direction is 
proportionai to the gradient in that direction.    Eddy currents in the air 
result in an apparent random motion which tends to distribute a property 
uniforrmy by reducing its gradient.    The molecular diffusion equation is 
extended by analogy to turbulent diffusion,   but the rate of diffusion must 
be determined from field observations,    Exponential or Gaussian dis- 
tribution of a property is assumed for turbulent diffusion and is fairly 
well confirmed by field tests where known quantities of tracer substances 
are released in the atmosphere and samples collected using relatively 
long sample periods. 

The temperature lapse rate is defined as the decrease of temperature 
with increase in height.    When the lapse rate is a negative value,   where 
temperature increases with height,   the condition is called an inversion. 
The atmospheric lapse rate is an indication of atmospheric stability which 
affects vertical diffusion.    The higher the lapse rate,  the greater the 
vertical diffusion.    A negative lapse rate ,'inversion conditions) results in 
very stable air layers and reduced vertical dispersion.    The precise 



relationship between dispersion rates and atmospheric lapse rate is not 
established,   but an approximate relationship is incorporated in dispersion 
equations.    One difficulty is the change of lapse rate with altitude as well 
as with time,   humidity conditions,   surface heating,   wind speeds,  and 
mechanical mixing by surface features.    Inversion layers are often formed 
near the earth's surface at night when loss of heat by radiation to the ground 
results in a transfer of heat from the lower air layer to the ground and the 
temperature of the lower air layer drops below that of the air above.     A 
cloud cover reradiates heat back to the ground surface,   reduces the loss 
of heat by the surface,   and minimizes the formation of an inversion at the 
surface.     However,   the cloud cover may be caused by a weather front 
producing a high level inversion. 

A parcel of air displaced upward will expand and cool adiabatically as- 
suming no transfer of heat between the parcel and the surrounding air. 
The dry adiabatic lapse rate is the drop in temperature with change in 
height of dry air when displaced upward.     The dry adiabatic lapse rate 
is 5, 5 F per 1000 feet.    A dry parcel of air displaced vertically in at- 
mospheric air with an adiabatic lapse rate will have neutral buoyancy 
since its temperature,   pressure,   and,   therefore,   density will change at 
the same rate as the surrounding air. 

Stability of the atmosphere affects dispersion of a pollutant not only by 
reducing vertical dispersion,   but during stable conditions,   diffusion 
transverse to the plume axis is usually reduced.     Where the pollutant is 
buoyant due to low molecular weight or reduced density because of high 
temperature, the effluent will rise above the actual stack and produce an 
effective stack height greater than the physical stack.    When the atmos- 
phere is very stable due to isothermal conditions or a negative lapse,   the 

plume buoyano   rapidly   decreases wuh increased heigh'   since the at- 
mospheric density decreases fastfi  than Mic pk.me wiilcl- cools adiabatically. 

For treatment of dispersion problems,   atmospheric stability is divided 
into several types from very unstable (superadiabatic lapse rate) to very 
stable (strong inversion).     Unstable atmospheric conditions can cause 
looping of an exhaust plume.     Looping occurs with a high degree of turbu- 
lence,   especially with convective turbulence, and is typical of a daytime 
condition with intense solar heating of the earth's  surface.     Coning plumes 
occur under more nearly neutral thermal conditions when mechanical 
mixing of small scale predominates,    Coning is more likely to occur when 
a cloud cover reduces thermal effects either by reducing incoming solar 
radiation at daytime or outgoing terrestrial radiation at night.     The half- 
angle of the coning plume is on the order of 10°,   from center line to edge. 
Fanning plumes occur under stable conditions when mechanical turbulence 
is suppressed.     The vertical component is suppressed more than the 
horizontal and the plume is wider horizontally than vertically.    Fanning is 
most likely to occur at night when the earth's surface is cooled by outgoing 
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radiation.   Fumigation is caused by unstable air at and below the plume 
with stable air above.    Dispersion of the plume downwind brings the 
exhaust to ground level in a relatively short distance before dispersion 
can become effective.     Lofting is caused by stable air below the plume 
and turbulence above.     The turbulence above results in effective dis- 
persion yielding very low ground surface concentrations.    Lofting will 
occur when the plume is released above or penetrates an inversion, 
On the other hand,   fumigation will result if the inversion is not penetrated 
and ground turbulence is present due to thermal effects from ground 
surface warm-up and inversion break-up.    The described plumes are 
samples of conditions which may be found during actual operation of a 
facility,   but the capacity to test must be determined at the given test 
site and at the time of test. 

Stable conditions will keep a plume compact and prevent contact with 
the ground for a considerable downwind distance if its density if not 
greater than that of the surrounding atmosphere.    Contact of the plume 
with the ground and the point of maximum concentration occur closer 
to the point of release with increasing atmospheric instability.    For 
extreme instability at low wind speeds,   portions of a looping plume may 
reach the ground within a distance of about one stack height.    High wind 
speeds increase mechanical mixing caused-by ground features and reduce 
thermal effects,     Plume features which arise from thermal effects are, 
consequently,   more likely to occur at low wind speeds. 

The following discussion on diffusion,   dispersion,   effective stack heights, 
and inversion layer penetration includes the mathematical techniques 
utilized in explaining these phenomena. 

11 



ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION FORMULAE 

Diffusion is the motion of fumes or dust particles in the atmosphere,     The 
principles of diffusion or dispersion are well established      Many theoretical 
analyses on this phenomena have been prepared.    In addition,   a vast amount 
of experimental data has been accumulated, 

Diffusion is sometimes limited to fluids in suspension and dispersion to 
the activity of particulate matter in suspension.    Diffusion due to molecular 
activity is small compared with mixing and other effects due to atmospheric 
turbulence,    A smoke plume released in the atmosphere will spread outward 
by the energy within the  plume and the activity of the atmosphere.     The con- 
centration of smoke will be greatest near the center,   decrease toward the 
edges,   and diminish along the axis of the plume with time or with distance 
from the source.     The degree of stability,—wind velocity,   and gustiness 
affect the rate of dispersion of the plume in the air.     The buoyancy of the 
plume also affects the rate of dispersion,   but the most important effect of 
buoyancy is that of raising the plume above the lower air layers.     By the 
time the edge of the plume touches the ground,   diffusion will have been 
effective in considerably reducing the concentration of the cloud. 

This discussion is intended to present the formulae required for use with 
toxic rocket testing.     Emphasis will be placed on problems involved with 
rockets using toxic propellants and those yielding toxic exhaust products 
in order to provide maximum usefulness for  rocket test system design 
and operation,   Spills tests have been made on liquid propellants m which 
toxic liquids have been allowed to evaporate with and without combustion 
either by air or in conjunction with other oxidizers   for example,UDMH+NTO), 
For liquid propellant spills accompanied by detonation    the source strength 
(Q) will be instantaneous and,   therefore,   the downwind toxic concentration 
(X) can be easily found.     This also holds true of solid pr ope'llant detonations. 
When a liquid spill simply evaporates or burns for a period of time, variables 
of spill volume,   surface area exposed to the atmosphere,   liquid temperature 
and vapor pressure or flame temperature and heat of combustion,  and wind 
velocity must be known to determine the continuous  source strength. 

Atmospheric diffusion has been expressed as a differential equation which 
takes into account the rate of diffusion in the three dimensions of space. 
The major problem is the determination of dispersion rates in the air. 
Fick's law of molecular diffusion (Reference 1) may be stated as follows; 
"Diffusion of material is in the direction of decreasing concentration and 
is proportional to the concentration gradient. "   Atmospheric diffusion is 
primarily caused by turbulence or gustiness of the atmosphere and is 
influenced by vertical stability as indicated by the lapse rate,    The influence 
of atmospheric turbulence in changing the properties of a smoke cloud or 
plume can be compared to that of molecular activity where the time interval 
is sufficient to average out random variations.    By fitting atmospheric 
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observations to basic differential equations    the resulting diffusion 
v-ilues will vary from about 0,2 cm   /sec     for molecular diffustion to  10 
cm5 /sec    for diffusion due to large-scjle cyclonic  storms in the 
atmosphere      The pronounced influence of conditions of the atmosphere 
o    diffusion has  resulted in the development by Sutton and Frenkiel 
(Reference Z) of the st-itis1icil theories of turbulent diffusion,   following 
Taylor  s  statistical theory of turbulence 'Reference  1-.   Sutton s 
si-':< is', ic-1 theory seems to apply tu intermediate range atmospheric 
dispersion problems where hundreds of meters  to kilometers are 

inv olved 

A pronounced shear effect  on the mem wind is exhibited for  layers of 
jir ne T r the ground      Tins is due tu the wind s increasing from zero at 
ground  level to  relatively high velocities at  several thousand feet in 
elevation.    The shearing -icfion affects dispersion by elongating the 
upper portion oi -,   smoke cluud or plume      The ground and structural 
te-.'ures of the ground influence dispersion by mechanical mixing of 
'he -3 i r      Diffusion equ-ilions have been derived based un this shearing 
sction but arc limited in -ipplicat ion to the lower air levels      Statistical 
del erm m i'ion of dispersion p.;r-jmeters appears to be more reliable than 
the theoretical  expressions and is easily determined at or near the 

earth s surf-ice      There is confirmation that concentrations in a diffusing 
c'oud  are distributed according to a three-dimensional Gaussian law 
'Reference  I,      Frenkiel advanced the following equation for the concen- 
tration distribution from an instan'aneous point  source in ^n infinite 
region 

K    V , /    X.) 

..__.9..._... 
2 TT y 5 j 3/2 

C   V 

The coordin-.U; axes are imagined to be affixed to the center of the cloud 
and are translated with the mean wind value For nonisotropic diffusion 
the expression may be written as follow;s 

Q 

~^. y   /   / ./■- 

x^   r 

\ 3 
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Button's instantaneous point source equation for the nonisotropic 
case is: 

X _SL 
(x,y,z,t)   ^3/2 c    c    c 3(E-n)/£ 

x    y    z 

■ . e 

-   n-2/x3     y2     z2 

.(ut) — +i- + — 
\C   2      C   2     C   2/ \ x y       z  ' 

Sutton considered th.it the ground could act as a perfect reflector of diffusing 
particles and accounted for it by using the "method of images. "   By 
doubling the right hand side of the expressions,   this reflection influence 
can be accounted for when determining ground level concentrations.    This 
reflection effect can be expected for gases that do not react chemically 
with the ground or vegetation and small paniculate matter.    The effect 
of thermal stability on atmospheric dispersion in Sutton' s equation is 
represented by a stability factor "n" which ranges from almost zero for 
extremely turbulent conditions to a value of 1 as a limit for extremely 
stable    conditions.    Sutton1 s formula has been successfully utilized to 
predict diffusion over distances up to several kilometers under certain 
meteorological conditions,  and this formula and modifications thereof 
have been fairly widely accepted. 

Bosanquet and Pearson (Reference 3) derived the following formula for 
ground level concentration distribution from a continuous elevated point 
source near the ground; 

,2     \ 

X Q 
(2 u )1/2   p q ü  x2 

y 
Z q x 

Where p and q are vertical and lateral diffusion coefficients.    The 
equation is very similar to Sutton's continuous point source formula 
where extremely turbulent conditions exist ( n = 0 ). 

Various point source formulae may be integrated with respect to time 
to give equations for concentration distribution downwind from a con- 
tinuous point source.    Sutton's equation for continuous elevated point 
source yields the following expression when integrated; 

2 Q 

(x,y) ^ cv Cz u X 

- X 

- 

n-s 
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r 
Or for Isotropie diffusion: 

\ 2 Q e 
^(x.y)       ^C2ü   x3-n' 

y2+  hs 

C8x2"n 

Continuous line source formulae can be derived from point source 
formulae,    Sutton's continuous infinite elevated crosswind line source 
for nonisotropic diffusion is as follows; 

h2 

X 2 Q 
cz    x 

^   C     ü   xi2"")/2 
. e 

2 -n 

This formula may be applied to a row of stacks or facility roof-level 
emission.    For rocket testing,   where intermittent firings and a limited 
number of test cells are involved,   the crosswind line source would 
seldom apply. 

All of the above equations have been developed based on gaseous 
diffusion.    If a smoke plume has any solid or liquid particles within 
it the values calculated for elevated sources will be in error by a 
function of the settling rate of the particles.    The settling rate of particles 
varies with the particle diameter and density and may be determined 
by use of Stoke's law,   by other suitable formulae,   or by observation. 
In general,   the simplest solution is to define an average particle size 
and determine the settling velocity by Stoke's law.    This particle 
settling will effectively tilt the axis of the plume (from a continuous 
point source) downward so that the ground will be intersected at an 
angle (6).    An expression for this angle can be written as a function of 
settling rate (v) and wind velocity (tT). 

tan 0   =    ~ 
u 

This angle will generally be rather small.     The elevation of the plume 
(z') may then be approximated at any distance (x) downwind from the 
maximum effective stack height. 

z' h-ÜL 
u 
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The continuous elevated point source formula,   by the substitution of 
z' for h in the power of e,   becomes: 2 

v X 

Q 
C3 x2  -n 

r2—     2  -n ' 
TT     ü      U     X 

The factor of 2 has been dropped since complete deposition is now 
assumed,   rather than partial reflection. 

Holland derived the following formula for an instantaneous volume 
source   using a Gaussian concentration distribution,   in terms of Sutton's 
theory. 

X  = 
2    Q 

TT372   Cf(x0   +Ü  t l3^"^ 

Cd( *o + üt) - . v3-n 

The term x0 is the distance upwind from the stack to the virtual source. 
For distances of many miles it may be neglected in computing   X . 

The Holland derivation for an instantaneous volume source can also be 
modified for particle diffusion from an elevated source.     By analogy with 
the continuous elevated point source formula it will become: 

v x\3 

h —— 

Q 

-3/2   C3 (x. 
—   ^   \3 
U   t 

T^-n]/: , e 
C3(^ Ü t)2 

The factor of 2 has been dropped since complete deposition is now 
assumed,   rather than any reflection. 

In the present use of these equations for predicting the fallout from 
rocket testing,   the particle size is in the range of less than one micron 
up to about 20 microns in diameter.    Generally the particles will be 
about 1 micron for normal tests and less than twenty for malfunctions. 
If the assumption is made that their diameter is  10 microns,   the settling 
velocity in air will be about 0. 02 feet per second at a particle density of 
2. 0.    This will mean that the particles will drop about seven feet per 
mile    traveled downwind.    Any error introduced into a calculation of X 
by neglecting the settling velocity of particles less than 10 microns    will 
be much less than the probable error of the calculation induced by other 
variables.   Therefore,    in the calculation of toxic concentrations where 
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the particles are sufficiently small the gaseous diffusion equations may- 
be used.     This can be shown by the following example. 

If a detonation occurs in which 1650 # of toxic material is released up to 
an effective altitude of 12,400 ft.   and a calculation is made of X  versus 
distance,   for the assumptions of a gaseous release and also for particles 
of ten microns diameter the resulting curves are found (Figure 5) .    The 
maximum difference between the two curves is about forty percent,   "md 
this error will decrease on either side of the maxima for   X.     If the 
particles are less than 10   p. the particle curve will approach the gas curve. 
The significance of this is that the toxic concentration can be calculated 
based on the diffusion of gases instead of the sedimentation of solids. 
For small particle  sizes,   the error introduced is small using this 
method. 

Maximum ground concentration resulting from various sources of toxic 
gas or particulates in the atmosphere is usually of primary cc-ncern.     By 
differentiating the above expressions and solving for maximum concen- 
tration at ground level,   the following expressions result: 

Instantaneous point source equation from Button's equation for the 
nonisotropic case: 

d 
2 h 

Uc2, 
3 

(2 -n) 

2 Q 
^ max / a     ~TT^ 

e TT!        h3 

3        / 

Continuous point source equation from Button's equation for an elevated 
point source: 

max 

Y Amax 

'h2 \^3- n) 

c^ / 
2 Q Cz 

e TT üh2 s 
For Isotropie conditions:     C 

:y 

z 

C~ 

Continuous,   infinite crosswind line source equation from Button's equation 
for the nonisotropic case: 

2 V{2.n) 
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Figure 5.    Particulate and Gaseous Concentrations 

at Various Distances 
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2 Q 
Xmax" (2 e TO^hli 

These equations may be utilized for calculating the distance from the 
source to the point of maximum concentration (dmax) and for the calcu- 
lation of maximum concentration ( Xmax). 

If the Gaussian concentration distribution is integrated with respect to 
time,   the resulting expression (Reference 4) describes the total inte- 
grated dosage (TID): 

- h2 

3  /   TT  f \   2 - n J 

TID 
Q \CÖ ( ü t 

2 -. ,— , \2  -n 

TID max 

TT CT ü (Ü t) 

2 Q 

The maximum total integrated dosage (TID    ax) and the distance from 

the source to the point of maximum dosage (dmax dosage^ as described 

by these equations are useful tools for determining toxicity problems 
downwind of a test facility. 

So-called fumigation conditions may develop when the accumulation of 
material in very stable air layers is brought to ground levels by surface 
turbulence during the initial stages of stable layer break-up or by strong 
turbulence below relatively stable layers.     When effluent is limited in 
vertical dispersion by a stable atmosphere or inversion condition»   the 
center of the plume which contains the highest concentration may be forced 
down near ground level.     The following formula is used to express the fumi- 
gation concentration when the material is confined within a height,  H. 

X                       _ Q 
(downwind)  ~~ 

^Cy    Ü    HX     (3-n)/2 

The equations presented provide fairly accurate results provided the 
proper diffusion coefficient can be determined for the particular situation. 
Additional   experimentation and observation is needed to define the 
conditions possible for an infinite number of surface features and climatic 
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conditions.    Precise predictions can probably never be attained, but 
a confidence level of predictability may be built up through years 
of experimentation.    Dispersion coefficients are discussed in a separate 
section of this report along with a discussion of the reliability of the 
coefficients and their effect on the over-all reliability of predicted 
concentrations. 

Continuous point source dispersion formulae of the Gaussian distribution 
type and the Sutton form are essentially equivalent.    Button's dispersion 
coefficient can be expressed as a simple function of distribution proba- 
bilities.   Recent work accomplished for study of toxic propellant vapor 
diffusion under the name of "Ocean Breeze" (Reference 5) has resulted 
in statistical determination of a purely empirical formula for continuous 
ground source diffusion with essentially zero buoyancy.    The "Ocean 
Breeze" composite formula is expressed as follows; 

Q    i 
log _P =   0. 1309 - 1. 855 log x + 2. 273 log (AT'f 5)-0. 7261  log a(A) 

Q 

C 
O, 1. 352    Q.   (AT'-f 5)2, 273 

P 1. 855        /A, 0. 7261 x a(A) 

Where: 
3 Cp'=   Maximum concentration along plume axiSjgm/m    at 

distance x,   meters 

Q    =  Source strength,gm/sec 

a (A)   =  Standard deviation of wind   direction,   degrees 

Sutton's equation for continuous point source axial concentration with 
reflection from ground surface is: 

2  Q 
X   =      

C      C    Ü x2-n 

y      z 

C   /   and X have the same meaning and can be expressed in the same terms, 

Therefore,   the Sutton and "Ocean Breeze" equations can be equated as 
follows: 

2 Q 1. 352 (AT'+ 5)  ' ^M     Q 

TT  C     Cz  ü   x2-n x1-855   a(A)   0-'726l 
y 
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The value of n in Sutton's equation can vary between 0 and 1 and 
normally falls within a range of 0. 10 to 0. 50.    Where n =   0. 145, 
x2 - n   =  xl. 855_    The values 4 a (A)0. 726 1 and c^ are representative 

of horizontal diffusion perpendicular to the plume axis in the "Ocean 
Breeze" and Sutton equation respectively. 

Then the above equation reduces to expressions of vertical dispersion. 

1 ,        2   711, 
1, 352 (AT + 5)        ' 

2   TT   Cz U 

Or: 

2Trü(l, 352) (AT'i 5)2- 273 

To convert from the "Ocean Breeze" diffusjon formula to Sutton's 
diffusion formula,   continuous point source,   the following values may 
be equated: 

X X 
1. 855 

C, -  4 a(A) 
0. 7261 

C 
2. 704   IT u (Ar'+ b)1- 273 

This analysis should help to illustrate the compatibility of the two 
equations and suggests away to apply diffusion parameters and variations 
of one expression with respect to the other.     By analogy,   the "Ocean 
Breeze" equation can be modified for continuous elevated point source 
applications.     The following expression results: 

C   ,        1. 352 Q (AT't 5 

7l.855     a(A,0-726i 

But: C c   . c, y z 
2c(A) 0. 7261 

1. 352 TT u (ATV 5 
2. 273 

And: x3-n=  xi.855 
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Therefore    the "Ocean Breeze" formula with stack height effect added 
becomes / 

C   /     1   352 (AT'+ 5 

"Q 

2, 273 

1,855   a(A)0-726l 

(yd+ h^) 1. 352^ üfAT^S) 
2. 273' 

2  a(A) 0. 7261 

For maximum ground level concentration for instantaneous elevated point 
source    using terms available under the "Ocean Breeze" experiments: 

y .   Q 
max P (max) 

2   Q 

e TT )   h" 

and max 
2_hs 

# 
1. 416   h2 u (AT^ 5) 

2. 273 1. 855 

\ a(A) 
0. 7261 

For total integrated dosage at the point of maximum concentration downwind 
of an instantaneous elevated point source,   using terms available under the 
"Ocean Breeze" experiments. 

T1D 
max 

2 Q 

TT e u h2 
1 

cl 
1, 352 TT u h2(AT'+ 5 

2, 273> 
1. 855 

max dosage 
2 a(A) 

0, 7261 

These formulae should provide a suitable method for predicting downwind 
maximum concentrations and distances for relatively low stack height, 
where the diffusion constants are not greatly different from those determined 
by instruments on network meteorological towers.   The maximum point of 
total integrated dosage and the distance to this point, are expressed in 
standard diffusion and "Ocean Breeze" parameters. 

The foregoing analytical treatments of diffusion theory are equivalent to  the 
extent of availability of experimental data,     The chart on the following page 
(Figure 6)  illustrates the differences in results utilizing two of the equations. 
As more appropriate experimental data become available,   the curves will 
more nearly coincide.     These data are for a continuous emission   source. 

Due to the extremely short duration of rocket tests    continuous emission 
equations are not reliable.    Rocket, dest durations   are  more   nearly 
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10     ■• Comparison of Sutton's and 
Ocean Breeze Equations for 
Continuous Ground Level Emission 

10    ■■ 

Assumed Parameters 
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AT      =    -lop 
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Figure 6.    Atmospheric Diffusion 

100,000 
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comparable to instantaneous point source emissions.    The chart on the 
following page illustrates this difference (Figure 7). 

Also,   on the same chart,   a curve of concentration at various downwind 
distances of an assumed source with a stack height of 100 meters is shown. 
It may be seen that stacks will prove highly beneficial in the analysis 
of meteorology problems. 
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VARIABLE PARAMETERS IN ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION THEORIES 

The frictional drag of the earth's surface on moving air results in a decrease 
of the wind velocity at the surface.    Energy from the moving wind aloft is 
rapidly brought to the earth by eddy currents.    This process results in a 
change of location of material within the air mass or in a mixing of clean 
air with effluent material or both.    The eddy motion produces diffusion of 
the material in the air mass and is caused by mechanical disturbance, 
convection or thermal currents,   or both.    Diffusion in the polluting cloud 
will begin almost immediately after material is released into the 
atmosphere due to these eddy currents. 

The diffusive capacity of an air mass is influenced also by its vertical 
thermal structure.    The temperature profile,   together with atmospheric 
buoyancy effects,   is a necessary item for consideration when calculating 
downwind pollution concentrations.     (The rate of decrease of temperature 
with altitude of an atmospheric condition is referred to as its lapse  rate, ) 
Also    to be considered is the degree of windiness,   since high winds favor 
rapid diffusion. 

In the most widely used calculations,   Sutton (Reference 1) and modified 
Sutton type equations,   the diffusion values are broken into three distinct 
groupings which are dependent upon a thermal stability parameter,   n. 
The diffusion coefficients are taken as Cx,   C   ,   and Cz,   which are 
measured in the horizontal downwind,   horizontal crosswind,   and vertical 
directions respectively.    The dimensionless number,  n,   is described as 
approaching zero under extreme turbulence and tends to approach unity 
as the turbulence decreases.    For low altitudes,   less than 100 meters, 
the empirical values of the diffusion coefficients and stability parameters 
have been used under certain meterological conditions to give successful 
predictions of downwind concentrations for distances of a few kilometers. 
Any diffusion due to varying wind velocities in the atmosphere giving rise 
to shear forces is ignored,    Sutton states that the diffusion coefficients, 
C    and C   ,   depend on the value of n and the magnitude of surface gustiness. 
The diffusion coefficients decrease with increased height due to a normal 
steady decrease of turbulence and tend to approach each other as the 
mechanical turbulence decreases with increased height. 

The Sutton form for ground level concentration for a continuous point 
source emission is given as: 

2    Q 1 

^ Cy Czu x vr    ?-n   exPl .2-n [ " 
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Where; 

X Downwind concentration 

Mean wind velocity 

Distance downwind 

Q Weight emission rate per unit time 

y       =      Lateral distance from vertical plane through source 
and parallel to mean wind direction 

h       =      Stack or cloud height,   meters 

The evaluation of shell bursts in the air has been used by Sutton to obtain 
the decrease in diffusion coefficients with gain in height.    The decrease in 
value has been found to follow the empirical form (Reference 1): 

C      =     C (o) - 0.075 log^ Z 

where C(o) is the ground level diffusion coefficient and Z is the height 
measured in meters. 

The values of C    and C    are assumed to be equal for heights above Z5 y z , 
meters and Cv = C    = C.    The value of n is obtained through its relationship 
to the mean wind velocity profile in the equation (Reference 1). 

n 
.zsT 

u 

Whe re : 

Average wind velocity at elevation Z 

Ui Average wind velocity at reference level 2^ 

The diffusion coefficients can be obtained from the relationship (Reference 1] 
_   \ 1-n 

Cy 4   vn / V2 

(l-n)(2-n) Un 

Where: 

V =      Kinematic viscosity 

V =      Average wind variation 
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n    -    Stability parameter 

IT   -     Average wind velocity 

In the case of rough surfaces,   the kinematic viscosity is replaced by 
U) ^croviscosity,   N. 

Experimental determinations by Holland have shown the value of C 
for various stability parameters to be greater than postulated by 
Sutton ,   and the values of   n   to generally be larger than Button's 
value for approximately the same defined stability conditions.     Holland 
also obtained data showing that the diffusion coefficients decrease 
with increasing wind speed.     The discrepancies between measured 
and theoretical values are attributed to time differences in sampling, 
wind speeds,   and terrain.     The values of Sutton's parameters and 
the experimentally obtained values by Holland are shown in the 
following table ; 

Values from Sutton for C    and C.,    (m s I follow; 

Stability Condition Elevation (Meters' 

Earge Lapse 
n   r       ZO 

Z5 50 75 100 

0. 21      0. 17      0. 16      0, 12 

Small Temperature Gradient 
n    -     ,25 0. 12      0. 10      0, 09      0. 07 

Moderate Inversion 
n   -     .33 0  08      0  06      0. 05      0  04 

Large Inversion 
n   r     .50 0. 06       0. 05       0. 04      0. 04 
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Oak Eidge Experimental Diffusion Parameters by Holland are presented 
below: 

■ tability Condition Parameter Elevation (Meters) 

5   5 16. 5 47 24.4 

labatic Lapse Rate) C   'm") o. 34 0   28 0  22 0.21 y     T 

L  'm-) 0   23 
z      a 

Qlm/sec) 15 18 2   4 2   7 

Daytime (Superad 
batic Lapse R 

n -    15 to    20 

Average  'Neutral 
Stability) Cv Im") Ü   20 0   17 0   15 0. 13 

n--    2 5 

C7(m§) 0   21 

ü{m/scc)        0, 0U 12 1,8 2, 7 

Night (Moderate 
;e rsion) 
u  - . 30 to    40 

Inversion) C.  'm?) 0.14 0   11 0.08 0.08 
y 2 

C,     in" i u   14 

ü(m/sec) 0,3 0   6 15 2   7 

On the basis of the Round Hill 'Reference 21) and Project Prairie Grass 
'References 22 and 23) experiments,   a different type diffusion equation 
has been developed.    The values of C     and Cz   are  replaced, by standard 
deviations of gas concentration distributions at distance x.     The form of 

the equation is ■ 

2 TT a y a   z u 
exp   [ -   -(  -i-   + — )   1 

Where X,   QJ ü,   and y are the same quantities defined in Button's 
equation,   and z is the distance measured from a horizontal plane 
through the source and the various diffusion parameters are: 

V   2 a, 

rrr; 

1 - (uy ) s x s 

i- / nz 
) 

Cz X 2 
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it is well to note that m the Gaussian dispersion equation the value of 
n is replaced by n    and n    respectively,   since recent work indicates a 
variation does exist for lateral and vertical diffusion at low altitudes.    At 
hivh   .ititudes the assumption that n    :: nz ~ n 
be supported due to lack of experimental data. 
u j.h   .ititudes the assumption that n    : n     - n seems reasonable but cannot 

From experimental da^a obtained at Edwards Air Force Base,   the 
Stanford Research Institute computed a series of diffusion coefficients 
for tha*. particular high desert area (Ref.   24),     Using the instantaneous 
pour   pource equa'ion postulated by Sutton,   the Stanford P.esearch 
j'nsT:tute back calciuated the coefficients by obtaining concentrations of 
tracer materials downwind of a tracer source.     The Sutton equation for 
uoint  source and "roiuid ie\'e] emission is: 

x  _Q 

7T: cx cy c~"I{*-N)/z 

and the values computed by Stanford Research Institute are: 

Stability Condition n Cx Cv Cz 

Midday .Turbulent'; 0,Z0 0.23      0.51       0.23 

Heavily Overcast 0.25        0,16      0.38      0.16 

Inversion 0. 33 0. 07       0. 10       0. 07 

Since the tracer was released at a relatively low altitude,   the diffusion 
coefficients approximately coincide with Sutton's values. 

The value of the diffusion coefficient,   Cv,   as obtained by the Stanford 
Research Institute at Edwards Rocket Site,   is given as 0. 51 for midday 
lapse rates.     The value was obtained by substituting into the Sutton 
formula for plume width: r i 

Zy0   -Z   j'ln   L0i|   2       Cy    x— 

When: ' P/ 

y0   I    Plume width from centerlme,   meters 

p      -    Per cent of peak concentration at distance y0 from centerline 

Cy   '•'    Lateral diffusion coefficient 

x      -    Distance to point of determination,   meters 
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n     =   Stability parameter 

Using the information collected from a series of diffusion tests,   an 
average plume width was obtained and the above equation solved for C 

y 

As may be surmised,   the conditions under which the average plume 
distribution curve concentrations were obtain . d varied for each test. 
Accurate measurements of the distance to the arc of sampling stations 
were not taken but were between  six and seven miles 

From the graphical data presented in the Stanford Research Institute 
report,   a more accurate determination of y0   versus p can be obtained, 
and this will give a revised value of C. 

The new value of y    is equal to 2900 meters  rather than 3Z20 meters; a 
new value of Cy is found to be 0, 4b      This value is approximately what is 
found by interpolation of Sutton's  values to one foot above ground level. 
Interpolation to the height of 3 feet by Sutton's values gives 0, 395 for C 
which is the approximate height at which the samples were  collected. 
The difference between the C    values  can be attributed to terrain roughness 
lack of accurate measurement of the sampling arc;   and plume width 
measurements 

The values for C     recalculated on the basis of six and seven miles in 
V 

lieu of o, 5 miles give 0   49 and 0, 43 respectivelv,   or a possible error of 
6 per cent on this  variable alone.    It would then be assumed that Sutton's 
values of Cy  are in good agreement for the Rocket Site. 

Logarithmic plots of Sutton's values have been extrapolated to heights of 
over 1, 000 feet, as  shown in Figure 8, ir an attempt, to obtain approximate 
diffusion coefficients at high altitudes,   but the values obtained have not 
been checked with actual experimental operating conditions. 

The discrepancies between Sutton's diffusion coefficients and Holland's 
experimentally derived values are pointed out in Figures 9 and 10 for 
low and medium altitudes.    Extrapolation of the values given on Page 29 
to great heights was used to illustrate the converging characteristics of 
the   data.    The Sutton values were modified where applicable by the 
recommended correction factor given by Sutton for n = 0.20 and corrected 
by the Wanta equation for n = 0   2 5 

Figure  il  shows dispersion coefficients and stability parameters advanced 
by Sutton and determined by Holland (Ref,   2).     By taking the average 
values,   fairly accurate predictions can be made      Data taken at the test 
site will be helpful  in further improvement of the values and will lead 
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to values applicable to Edwards.    Surface diffusion coefficients determined 
for the Edwards Rocket Site (Ref.   24) agree reasonably well with surface 
values indicated by this graph.    The decrease m dispersion coefficients 
with altitude has been applied fo elevated source and stack height effects 
throughout this report.    The reduced values result in increased distances 
to maximum points of concentration and T.ID.    Use of these dispersion 
values is recommended until such time as improvement can be made 
through observations and interpretation of experimental releases of non- 
toxic plumes and those from actual toxic tests. 

Variances in relating Ocean Breeze-type equations to peak concentrations 
downwind of an emitting source are a definite factor to consider.    A major 
factor which must be taken into consideration when applying Ocean 
Breeze-type equations for obtaining downwind pollutant concentration is 
plume meandering.    A correction factor of this type does not seem to 
appear in the original report.    From wind trace photos and actual plume 
photos of meandering smoke plumes,   a pattern strongly suggesting a 
sinusoidal wave appears.    The Ocean Breeze report mentions normalized 
peak concentration,   (actual concentration-    whlch was obtained by r source strength rate' ; 

experimentation as the concentration downwind for varying parameters. 
It is assumed that the concentrations obtained during the experiment are 
actually average concentrations for the period of tracer emission; hence 
the actual peak concentration has a somewhat greater value than that 
obtained by Ocean Breeze experiments. 

If the assumption is correct that the pattern of the plume cross section is 
sinusoidal,   the peak value would be 1/0. 636 times the average peak 
concentration,   i. e. ,   1. 57 times average. 

Comparison of the values obtained using the Ocean Breeze equation and 
Sutton's equation for a continuous emitting source and multiplying a 
correction factor,   1.57,   shows the results to be quite close for a point 
5; 000 meters downwind.    Of course,   through judicious choice of Sutton's 
diffusion coefficients,   it should be possible to obtain coinciding values for 
the two equations.    A mathematical model,   which would be based on 
probability curves,   could be set up to take this meandering effect into 
account,    A probability function is necessary in view of the nearly 
infinite combination of variables which affect the plume dispersion,   such 
as diffusion coefficients,   wind velocity,   rate of direction change,   and 
height of emitting source.    Based on these assumptions,   the peak con- 
centration of contaminant downwind of a long time emitting source,   such 
as a rocket test lasting for several minutes,   will be greater than cal- 
culated by Ocean Breeze equations. 
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TOTAL INTEGRATED DOSAGE 

Integration of ground level concentration for instantaneous point source 
releases,  with respect to time,  produces an equation that can be used to 
calculate    the concentration-time exposure for atmospheric release of toxic 
products downwind of the source.    Differentiation with respect to distance 
from the source yields an expression from which the maximum dosage can 
be found and distance determined.     The equations (Ref. 2) have been pre- 
sented under the discussion of diffusion formula.e and are repeated here 
for convenience. f ,2 

2 Q \    C^ (Ü t)2-n 

TID 
3 rT/77 (.\2 - n ^ C2 u(u t) 

TID 2 Q 
max -,3 

IT e u h 
,    Mz 

H A2 
Tnax dosage "     I    , 

Using these equations,   the downwind dosage can be plotted with respect to 
distance.    The TIDmax expression defines the maximum point on the TID 

curve at distance dmax dosage. 

The two most significant toxic emission parameters are the maximum con- 
centration and the total time of exposure.    With some toxic products,   the 
limits are expressed only as maximum allowable,   but with others the 
integrated dosage is apparently of prime significance. 

Integrated dosage will be important when the maximum allowable concen- 
tration (MAC) varies with the interval of exposure.     This occurs when the 
allowable exposure for personnel is greater per eight-hour work day than a 
continuous exposure for the general public.    The computation of TID is done 
by multiplying the period allowable concentration by the time period to 
obtain the dimensions of mass time per  volume for TID.   The allowable TID 
varies between inhabited areas and in-plant short time, daily,   or weekly 
doses.     Therefore,   TID would have to be applied to the specific occurrence 
as required.     The allowable TID for a definite period would be found by 
muliplying the MAC for the period by the duration of the period.     The units 
obtained could be gram seconds per cubic meter. 

The standard methods of reducing TID are followed for toxic rockets ; that 
is,   reduction of toxic effluent rate by scrubbing or filtration,  increasing the 
stack height via afterburning and/or flaring,  and scheduling for optimum 
atmospheric conditions. 
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EFFECTIVE STACK HEIGHT FORMULAE 

A key factor in considering the fallout from atoxic rocket test is the 
maximum altitude reached by the exhaust plume.     This  is because the 
dispersion of the toxic material effectively begins at the exhaust plume 
maximum altitude,  and the toxic material disperses in three dimensions. 
Therefore,   a relatively small portion reaches the ground. 

The factors governing the maximum altitude or effective stack height are 
a combination of the following parameters: 

A. Test rocket size 

1. Engine thrust 

2. Duration 

B. Propellant characteristics 

1. Exhaust temperature 

2, Mixture ratio 

3.      Average molecular weight of exhaust 

C.     Rocket orientation 

1.      Vertical upward 

2.      Horizontal 

D,     Atmospheric conditions 

1.      Wind 

a.      Velocity 

b.      Direction 

c.      Time variations 

d.      Altitude variations 

2.      Diurnal changes 

a.      Ambient temperature 
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b. Temperature variation with altitude (lapse rate) 

(1) Adiabatic lapse condition 

(2) Inversion (negative lapse rate) 

c, Convective circulation 

From these many parameters,  a large number of distinct formulae have 
been derived,   utilizing data from wind tunnel tests of smoke models,  full 
scale power plant observations,   mathematical derivations,   and actual 
rocket firings.    Very few have a common resemblance,   as they differ in 
specific variables treated,   general form,  and method of approach.     This 
will not produce any contradictory information in the ultimate results if 
the proper equation is used for the particular application .   Therefore,   the 
best of the available equations for the present situation may be selected 
on its particular .applicability or by a process of elimination.    An alternate 
method would be the derivation of a completely new formula.     The new 
formula would be designed to cover the range of stack heights required for 
rocket usage.    Derivations of two new formulae are presented.   One formula 
is intended for use in the near future.     The other formula depends on an 
accurate determination.of constants and coefficients; however,   the use of 
this equation will eventually provide highly accurate results. 

The following survey of the existing stack height formulae is presented. 
The sources,   accuracy,   and general applications are presented in a later 
section of the report. 

1.   Bryant - Davidson formula 

/    \l- 4 

This formula (Ref. 2, 3) was derived from wind tunnel experiments and 
gives the height to where the centerline of the plume is near horizontal. 
This is not to be misconstrued as the maximum stack height.    Factors 
which are not considered are the stability of the atmosphere (i. e. ,   lapse 
rate) and the velocity scaling ratio, _£_ , which varies due to compressibility 

ü 
effects as the stack gas ejection speed (V  ) becomes large.     These factors 
would indicate optimistic plume rise and a high degree of plume dilution as the 
velocity ratio increases.    As the above equation is presented,   there is no 
limit to the effect that a large velocity ratio gives to the calculated height. 
This equation also does not include the effect of energy dissipation at high 
rocket gas exhaust temperatures which would decrease the temperature 
ratio,A 1       Therefore,   this equation is not recommended for use in 

T1 
s 

analysis of rocket test systems. 
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2,    Bosanquet,   Carey,   and HaJton equation 

The equation iRef,   6) given by Bosanquet,   et al   ,   for the maximum plume 

rise in n s'able atmosphere is:     1 

4.7 7 iQv, VS)S Qv. ATi 0      9 

-"max       -"-T-^----      -T-       ^  6   37 g   ^T" (loge    J2 + ^ . 2) 
1  + 

V 

Where 
-T| 

J —..ül.-.r-   [0   43'   '^"l . 0   Z8 A.-^   }   +  1 

iCU  Vs  )? dn g        AT -v/. 

The Bosanquet,   et al       equation is based on Theoretical developments and 
employs  some fundamental experimental  constants of diffusion. 

This equation h.:S been tested using chimneys and similar low heat sources. 
A report by Moses and Strom 'discussed below under the Scorer formula), 
stated that  a value of stack height calculated from this equation gave a 
minimum a* crage d'fference between the calculated and observed heights, 
it would seem that tins equation would co\er most of the parameters,   but 
certain important ones are left out       These are entramment rate,   which 
would modify the velocitv  rate at something other than a constant rate, 
and the effect  of extreme   exhaust temperatures on the temperature ratio 
and buoyancy of the gases,    in order to be useful for the purpose of rocket 
firings,   this equation would require modification and testing, 

3- Oak Ridge formula 

1    5 vs d + 0   000134   QK 
£\ h  

Where: 
Q,   is heat  emission rate of s'ack gas relative to ambient 

air,   calories per second 

'-s   and ü are m meters per second 

Ah ancJ J are in feet 

The Oak Ridge formula •Ref    3) was derived empirically from observations 
of hot plume rise from  steam generating plants,   assuming the velocity 
effect as derived b\  Rupp,   et al      The purpose of the Oak Ridge equation 
was to improve agreement between predicted and observed results.     This 
formula does no'  give maximum plume height,   since it was derived from 
data taken only a lew stack heights downwind 
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The experimental data used for deriving this empirical equation did not take 

into consideration variations in lapse rate. Holland suggests from 10 to 
Z5 % should be added to Ah for large lapse rates and a like amount sub- 
tracted for small lapse conditions      Various investigators found that the 
Oak Ridge formula gives consistently low values for stack height, There- 
fore,   a safe assumption may be made that any equation which gives a 
lower numerical answer that the above  equation should be disregarded 
for the application at EAFB rocket  site 

The effluent from the X-10 reactor cooling air exhaust at Oak Ridge and 
two other hot exhaust systems were used to empirically derive the buoyancy 
term of this equation      The disappointing factor is that the observed value 
of the stack height is not the maximum since observations were made 
only a short distance downwind from the stack      This equation is,   therefore, 
not recommended since it does not give the maximum stack height. 

4.       Thomas formula 

I   5 Vs d   T    0   000268   Qh Ah    .     ^   ^  vs 

The units in this equation are the same as the Oak Ridge formula.     The 
Thomas equation (Ref  7) is used to derive the maximum plume rise. 
The possible variation due to changes in stability is ±10 to 25%as mentioned 
in the Oak Ridge formula      This method is  considered by Stern (Ref, 3) to 
give a fairly accurate value lor  stack height      Whether it can be extrapolated 
to the degree required for  large rocket firings must be determined by 
experiment, 

5, Sutton formula 

Vi 

Ah 1   5  j—I [cot >: cosec •. - loge ( cot V+ cosec \|r ) ] 

Where:       \ii Qh 

3 TT Cp c T C. 

And: Cp p -     Cos    cq 

The distance along the plume path (s) is ; 

cot    ü 
u / 

When ij-is less than 10°,   the effective stack height approaches the 
maximum,   and when the wind speed is high,   s equals the downwind 
distance from the stack (x) 
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Sutton's formula only takes buoyancy into consideration and does not 
include momentum rise (Ref, 1).    One should refer to his book prior 
to using his equations,   since the value of C1 is not clear as to the units 
which should be used.    However,  for dimensional continuity,  C^ must 
be dimensionless,    In the determination of the effective stack height, 
the value of t chosen is quite important since,   as the angle between the 
plume axis and horizontal (i|f) approaches zero,   the function of (|l goes 
through a maximum and then becomes discontinuous as a limit of zero 
degrees is reached. 

The results from this method are generally too high to be of use,   and 
are considered to be too high in most of the referenced material. 

6.      Bryant and Cowdrey experiment 

This procedure (Ref. 8) is based on wind tunnel tests and on observations 
of stack effluents.    A series of graphs has been formulated but has to 
be greatly extrapolated and/or extended to obtain a result for the 
purpose of this application. 

One factor apparent from the graphs is the decrease in effective stack 
height with increase in turbulence.    Another important factor is that of 
condensation from the cooling plume.    As the gas rises and cools,  any 
water formed from the combustion process will condense when the 
temperature decreases below the dew point.     Therefore,   if the rising 
plume does not mix with the surrounding air,   the water will tend to 
rain out and carry any solids or water soluble gases with it.    However, 
under actual field tests,   Bryant and Cowdrey state that effluent dilutions 
of the order of magnitude of several hundreds to one occur.    This then 
would be sufficient to unsaturate any rocket exhaust plume. 

In conclusion, it is believed that this procedure is of the correct general 
type, but the conversion to rocket testing would involve extrapolations of 
such magnitudes that the accuracy of information would be invalidated. 

7.      Priestley procedure 

Priestley gives a two-phase solution to stack height (Ref. 9).   The first is 
that of a vertical jet moving through a medium.     The motion of the jet 
causes    resistance,   spreading,  and dilution due to eddy turbulence.    As 
the jet is decelerated by the action of the air,   the intensity of this jet 
energy becomes less than that of normal air turbulence.    At this point, 
the second phase of dilution begins; one that is dependent on atmospheric 
properties. 
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By this method,   Priestley derived the following relations; 

Ah Maximum plume rise 

Ah c        =    Ahi + 
w ai g A01

/ 

k2G ' 

In these equations,   subscripts of "o" refer to the chimney top,   and 
subscripts of "1" refer to conditions' at transition from phase 1 to 
phase 2.    In phase  1,   the axial speed of ' the plume is given as w   . 

w. 
3 Ai g    /   1 

2e'c2     Uh Ah 

^hvo^+    wao3 Ahv0
3 

Ah, 

Values of w    between "o" and " : " may be found,   w^   being the 

necessary one.    Other relations are given below; 

A, =       Qh 

TT 0   r 
S       PS 

This is a buoyancy term.    Ah    is measured from a point located a 

distance Ahv0 below the chimney top where the lines of plume expansion 

form a virtual point of origin,     Radius R of the plume cross section is 
related to Ah  , 

R =    c   Ah, 

Also at point "o" this relation hold true. 

R c Ah vo 

Priestly suggested that an alternate form for the determination of R 

should be used. 

R, 
A, 

w      A9 ao ^Do 

The value of the spreading coefficient (c) in the above equations is 
based on smoke plume photographs in wind tunnel experiments. 

0. 5 
=    0. 75 

2. 44, 
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Where u is wind speed in meters per second and c is dimensionless. 

The value of Ahvl  is then defined as : 

^hvl\
6. Ifil 

2 e'c2 k3 

A^2     1 /      , A,      3    3A,gAh Ah  ■, / w     3 An ^uvl - —        ao ^   vo - 
k3 V 

vo 

2 e'c2 

The mixing rate (k) is given as proportional to wind speed and is in units 
of inverse seconds when u is in meters per second. 

k   =    0. 0197   u 

The value of Ah1 may be replaced with (Ahv 1   - Ah     ) when solving for 
vo 

Ah    ,    In the procedure,   the time to reach the transition point can also 
be found.     This is given below: 

3 A.g ec rS. 
2 
I 

L 
2 Aj g   V" 2 e' c2 

(Ah/-Ahvo   ) + Wao   ^Vo   ]   .[wao
JAhvo

J] 

The value of wa 1  is now found,  and then the potential temperature is 
found at "1". 

AO/r 
A, 

c2 Ahvl
2wa x 

Finally,   the value of Ahc can be found.     This method gives the lowest 
calculated stack height of any of the formulae.    It is of a form that 
should give "order of magnitude" results but apparently does not.    A 
simpler empirical relation is more to be desired. 

8.      Bosanquet formulae 

Ah 

Where; 

As    = 

As u k (a) + fu (aj 

g Qyl A^ 

2 IT Cs
2 Tj u 

4Vs T, 

3 gATi 

0.615   ao 

vT + 0-" 
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t 
ao = 

a   = 

A2 

t + tr 

As 

t 

A2 
+   a. 

x 
u 

The above procedure (Ref. 3, 10, 11) is evaluated using consistent units, 
such as the English ones used in previous equations ; t is time and ^ (a) 

and fu (a0) are graphically solved on page 142 (Ref. 3). For values out- 
side the range of the graphs,   the following apply: 

Where (a) is very large: 

k (a)     =    loge   a - 0. 12 

When (a) is very small: 
3 

fi (a)     =    1. 054   a4 

When (a   ) is very large: 

hi (a0) 

When (a   ) is very small: 

1.311a  * - l0ge ao 
2 

hi (an)   =  - 0- 527 a 

The value of Cg is 0. 13 and t + t0 <200 sec.   For momentum rise only: 

Ah max 

V, 
2 Qvi YJ 0.615 
 ^-      1 1. 311 - 

C2   TT        U ^sV U     + 0. 57 w 
When Vs /u > 0. 5 

For small values of V, /u 

ZXh max 

} 

The two equations for Ah give the same value at Vs/u =   0. 48. max 
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The maximum rise of a buoyant plume in a stable atmosphere is found 
for t + t    of ZOO sec. ,   or the following,   whichever is smaller; 

t + t. :-:   1. 5Z7 
2 T   \ 

de' 

The accuracy of this method has been stated by Bosanquet to be about 
±21%. 

Bosanquet derived this procedure by assuming that when a cloud of hot 
gas is rising,   the total heat content and total upward momentum are 
unaffected by dilution with atmospheric air.    It is also assumed that the 
upward momentum increases at a rate proportional to the heat content. 
The rate of dilution is assumed to be proportional to the surface area of 
the cloud multiplied by a function of the wind velocity and the velocity of 
the cloud relative to the surrounding atmosphere.     This procedure gives 
a low value for  stack height when compared with other methods. 

It can be noted that the calculation of the time or rise is a function of 
lapse rate.    Since the lapse rate varies with altitude,   any calculation of 
time must weigh   this factor. 

The   statement by Bosanquet that the time of plume rise is equal to or 
less than 200 seconds seems to imply low powered systems  since time 
periods greater than this have been observed for large explosions.     For 
example,   up to ten minutes for atomic bombs has been reported by the 
AEC (Reference  17). 

The velocity ratio    (Vs/u) and the buoyancy or temperature ratio (AT1/Tl) 
have been considered by Bosanquet,   but perhaps not enough for the purpose 
of this report.     This is because the compressibility effect of high velocity 
exhaust streams becomes noticeable and the large buoyancies due to 
temperature differences also become important. 

The dilution coefficient (C2) has been evaluated at 0, 13, which provides 
an adequate fit to the calculated stack heights. Other values have been 
offered, 0. 09  and 0. 17 for example,   which give less accurate answers. 

The Bosanquet formula is not recommended due to the consistent low values 
of stack height obtained by this method.    The equation is not recommended 
until further trials at stack heights more pertinent to rocket tests have been 
made, 
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9       Scorer formula 

Maximum rire of  -> nonbuoy^nt plume -Ref   3i„ 

-i 

^h c max      2   ^Po 
v. u,   £ +  2 ^       ) - 2    ] 

Wher e the unit ; are. 

P radium ol ga- p'ume cross section at stack top;   feet 

\ 0   1  for  neutr-il fabihtv,   dimens tonless 
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Scorer assigns three phases to the rise of a plume.    Phase one has the 
plume nearly vertical and the upward velocity exceeds the horizontal 
wind Velocity.    This phase ends when the vertical velocity approximately 
equals the horizontal wind velocity.    Phase two is a transition stage in 
which the plume bends over and become horizontal.     This phase ends 
when the vertical velocity equals the turbulent eddy velocity of the 
atmosphere.     This occurs when the upward velocity is about 10%of the 
wind velocity,   according to Scorer.    Phase three is the regime of 
diffusion at the effective stack height.     This is accomplished by the Sutton 
and other diffusion formulae.    Scorer's method is derived from the 
observations of chimney plumes.     Upon application,   it appears as accurate 
as o'her methodö.    Moses and Strom (Ref. 12) have compared observed 
plume rises with values obtained from various formulae. 

They calculated the stack height from (1) Holland (Oak Ridge),   (2) Bryant 
and Davidson,   (3) Sutton,   (4) Scorer,   (5) Bosanquet,   Carey,   and Halton, 
and (6) Bosanquet,   and compared the results.     Their conclusions stau . 
"There is no one formula which is outstanding in all respects. "    They do 
not recommend the Sutton formula,   but consider the others about equally 
valid for the low energy level conditions tested.     Whether the Scorer 
method can be extrapolated to rocket testing is not known,  but it does 
seem to give far too optimistic results.    Scorer's assumptions for the 
values of ?.   and |i  are not clearly explained,  and these constants may 
vary with the system being considered. 

10.      Machta formula 

Ah 1 

_L      9M 

M   '    3 z 

•   l°g( 

i.   8M 

M     3 z 

ii' 

de' 

(Ae')o +   a 2 

_L d M 

M ' a z 

M   =    mass of cloud,   kilograms 

z     =    upward pointing coordinate,   meters 

8'   -    temperature,  degrees Kelvin 

(A 9')=    potential temperature difference between cloud and 
environment,  degrees Kelvin 

1        9 M -5-1 
— .      =    0, 5    ■    10    cm       (cumulus clouds) 
M      9 z 
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This equation   (Ref. Z,   13) is for an instantaneous source, an atomic 
bomb,  and gives the height at which a cloud is no longer warmer than 
its surroundings.    Close agreement was obtained upon comparison 
with actual bombs. 

The factor which tends to give optimistic heights from this formula 
is the entrainment rate.    Cloud size is an important factor,   the larger 
the cloud the smaller the rate,   with the given value being for cumulus 
clouds.    In the case of rocket testing,  an order of magnitude increase 
is given as a function of cloud radius to rocket cloud radius.    Any- 
further improvement in this method would be subject to actual tests. 
This equation could possibly be used after an explosive malfunction 
of a rocket engine. 

11.      Empirical formula for small solid rockets 

v 0. 5 
„  /M    T   ' 

Ah =  3.4 ( 1. 2 - n)2 [     2     § 
u2 

Where: 

n       is a stability parameter equal to Button's n so that n =   0. 25 

for adiabatic lapse rate. 

M     =    propellant weight,  pounds 

Ts     =    gas effluent temperature,  degrees Centigrade 

u       =    wind velocity,   miles per hour 

Ah    =    cloud height,  feet 

This equation (Ref 14) is for small solid rockets fired horizontally, 
and does not contain upward momentum.    It was developed empirically 
during actual testing and is not necessarily valid upon extrapolation to 
high thrust levels.    It is not known if the calculated height from this 
equation is a maximum. 
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12.   Jet Penetration Equation 

A wind tunnel investigation was made under NACA direction into the 
relationship the momentum of gases from an orifice or stack has to 
the altitude achieved by the gases. (Ref. 26) 

Based on experimental data,  an empirical formula was derived far the 
penetration of an air stream by a jet discharging through an orifice 
perpendicular to the air stream.     The equation for the penetration was 
obtained in terms of the jet diameter,   distance downstream from the 
jet,  the ratios of the jet,   and air stream velocities and densities: 

A_h, 
1.65 

2. 91 x 
D s 

where   Ah, depth of jet penetration (stack height due to momentum) 

distance downstream from orifice centerline 

D. orifice diameter (stack diameter) 

mass density of jet air at vena contracta 

mass density of free air 

V, velocity of jet at vena contracta 

V, velocity of free stream air 

Use of the above equation, with proper substitution of terms related to 
the exhaust gas stream,   gives a stack height of 120 meters.for a 333 # /sec 
engine of 40 %   gaseous exhaust at 4000   F and 13. 2 psia atmospheric 
pressure with a molecular weight of 29 discharging through a 2 meter stack 
at 150 meters per second initial velocity ,  at a distance of 6. 2 miles.    As 
the distance downstream is increased to 62 miles the height due to velocity 
is 240 meters and at 400 miles is only 425 meters.    Although no term 
appears for different lapse rates,  it is believed that only a very small error 
is introduced by the omission since the height due strictly to exhaust velocity 
is small in comparison to the buoyancy effect of the hot gas. 

This formula has merit for obtaining stack heights,   since it is based on 
actual, physical,  controlled experimental data. 
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A further simplification of the formula is: 

Q7   r.O. 70    \Zl \   0,^606  IPs \0. 606        0.30 

A major drawback to this formula is that the information was gathered at 
extremely large free stream air velocities,   Z60 and 360 feet per second. 
However,   smooth curves are shown in the original report for the Penetration 
Coefficient,   _ ,  versus the density-velocity ratio,       Ps    ^s 

D0  Tr~      i from these 
Pa    Va 

data,  the assumption can be made that the ratio should hold for small free 
stream air velocities.    The variation in penetration coefficient was found 
to be negligible for Reynolds numbers between 60, 000 and 500, 000 for the 
jet and for viscosity ratios   ^_s of 1.5  to 1.9. 
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13.    Buov^ncy of Explosion Clouds 

The buoyancy term for stack height has been shown to be a function of stack 
diame'er s     ratio of the kinematic viscosities    lapse rate,   temperature 
.ffrrence    flow  rate,   wind speed,   and stack velocity,     This term is 

i "esented below as the buoyancy equation derived for  stack height due 
to buoyancy from a   continuous source      The buoyancy equation was 
derived lor normal  runs      For explosions    a. somewhat different view 
must, be taken      Instead of stack diameter    flow rate,   and stack velocity, 
'i i   HVJSS of explosive must  be considered    as well  as the other terms men- 
tioned ibove      Some of these terms will generate d  relatively large change 
m height  ot the plume with a small change in their magnitude.   The exact 
degree tu which this change will be important  is not presently known,   but 
•he tot-.l  ''unction has an experimentally determined maximum from nuclear 
explos ions 

The eventual height  reached by a nuclear explosion cloud depends on the 
he-it energy of the bomb    and on the temperature gradient (lapse rate) and 
density of the surrounding air.     The greater the explosive yield,   and 
therefore    the neat   released    the greater will be the upward thrust due to 
buoyancy and    therefore    a  higher stack height.     Factors which influence 
the cloud height     other than those given above    are of importance in con- 
sidering  rocket  test  explosions as well as nuclear  explosions.     These 
factors include 'he height of the explosive device at the instant of detona- 
tion    since any large distance between the fireball  and the ground will be 
idded to the total height  readied by the cloud    whereas if the fireball 
touches the ground    a large amount of debris will be vaporized and picked 
up witt  the other buoyant material and cause a net loss in cloud height. 

The rmximum height achieved by the nuclear cloud is strongly influenced 
by the tropopause    the boundary between the troposphere and the  strato- 
sphere    assuming the cloud  reaches the height of the tropopause.     The 
tropopause is between the troposphere and the relatively stable air of the 
isothermal  stratosphere      It varies in altitude with  seasons and  latitude, 
ranging from ZS   000 feet near the poles to about 55,000 feet in equatorial 
regions    When a nuclear cloud reaches the tropopause    there is a tendency 
to spread laterally.   This effect is caused by the relative magnitude of the 
diffusion coefficients changing at the altitude,   the horizontal ones being 
greater th^n the vertical ones,    A portion of the cloud will penetrate the 
tropopause,   and it willascend into the more g.table air of the stratosphere 
provided sufficient energy remains in the cloud at this height. 

The nuclear detonations carried out by the United States have been heavily 
instrumented for scientific purposes.   The properties of interest for this 
report .ire the explosive yield of a test    the height  of the burst,   type of 
burst (air drop    tower,   surface    or underground),   the mean height of the 
cloud    rind 11-e height of the tropopause    From this information for many 
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different magnitude explosions,   a graph has been constructed of the thermal 
yield versus the effective height of the cloud in feet.    The US Atomic Energy- 
Commission has stated that the equivalent of one pound of TNT is 900 B T U. 
Therefore, if the heat release of an explosion is known,   the effective height 
of the resulting cloud can be determined. 

From the following graph (Figure 12) the height that the explosion cloud 
will reach is obtained.    A complete detonation of a 600 # solid propellant 
grain will give an effective height of 4, 700 feet (assuming 50% of the total 
heat is available). 

Also,   a complete detonation of a 11, 300 # grain will give an effective height 
of 8, 500 feet (assuming 50% of the total heat is available).      The basis for 
this height calculation is that the total enthalpy of the solid propellant is 
4346,   calories per  gram. 

The probability of a detonation of such large solid propellant grains is 
low but it definitely is present.    A test stand designed for toxic rockets 
must provide for such an eventuality.    This can be done by completely 
containing any explosion,   or by creating an open structure which will give 
the maximum upward impetus to the toxic materials.    The open structure 
would be constructed with sloping sides (upward and outward) so that the 
maximum fraction of the explosive forces will be directed upward.    Any 
vaporizing or powdering of the structure should be avoided since the 
explosive energy would be attenuated by this action, 

A final recommendation for the use of the graph would be to calculate the 
explosive yield and the minimum safe effective stack height for the rocket 
to be tested,    If the height given by the graph is too low,   then either the 
test should be forbidden or a means of augmenting the explosive stack 
height should be found.    One possible,  but not too feasible,   way to accom- 
plish this would be to place a sufficient quantity of shock sensitive non- 
toxic explosive adjacent to the toxic rocket. 
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14.    Dimensional Analysis Formula for Effective Stack Heights 

The effective stack height is a function of many variables which are 
both dependent and independent.     By the use of dimensioned analysis 
these variables may be related to each other and to the effective stack 
height,    Dimensional analysis is useful since it assists in the determi- 
nation of convenient arrangements of variables in a physical relation 
and helps plan systematic experiments.     The first step is to list all 
the variables involved,     This list is a result of experience and judgment 
as to the variables of importance.    After the list has been made,  the 
formal procedure of analysis is used to relate the variables. 

The stack height equation can be written symbollically as: 

Ah = f(G,   Vs,  u,  ü' ,   IM ,   T, AT, 
d z        d z 

g,  C^,  C?)  d,   p, M",   u) 

The value of Ah will be computed in two distinct parts; those of upward 
momentum and of buoyancy.     That is: 

Ah = Ah    + Ah, 
m D 

Ah - f (Momentum) 
m 

Ah^        - f (Buoyancy) 

The assumption is made that all of the momentum is dissipated before 
buoyancy is added. 

By use of the Buckingham TT Theorem,   a versatile mathematical tool, 
the two expressions for the plume rise were obtained.     The momentum 
equation is; 

Ah , {K'd2qL^   (Re)b   (Fr)C   - mg  }   ii 
. uy 

M 

This expression is applicable to jet flow systems and also possibly to 
instantaneous upward releases or puffs.    For a continuous flow the 
mass (M) would equal G ^ . 
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where: q   : 

Re 

1 PVS
2 

--     2        s 

d   Vsp 

Fr 

Dynamic pressure of stream 

Reynolds' Number of stream 

Froude's Number = Inertia Force 
Gravity Force 

The plume is assumed to lose no buoyancy during the time ^ .     Therefore, 
an expression for Ah,   would start from Ah    and continues up to Ah-,  ^  , r b m r Total 
Therefore: _, 

/d_e; 

dz Ahv 

where 

K" 

Ü 
P 

gf  dk Avm 

% 
-d' 

V 
-e 

AT V 

kinematic viscosity 

Therefore,   it is shown that the buoyancy rise is a function of the force of 
gravity,   stack diameter,   gas viscosity,   lapse rate,   gas temperature, 
volume flow rate,   wind speed,   and gas velocity     Finally, from the above 
derivations, the equation for effective stack height is written by combining 
the two equations,   one of momentum and one of buoyancy.    The equation for 
effective stack height must be evaluated in terms of real numbers for K', 
K",  and the various exponents before it can be of any practical use.    A 
program to accomplish this is possible      The parameters to be measured 
are part of the equation.    A series of tests in which the various known 
quantities are changed would allow an evaluation of the constants and 
exponents.    Such a series,   at low energy levels,   has been conducted. 

Using the given data,   a series of equations were set up to find the unknown 
constants and exponents.    As is shown in the Appendix,   the evaluation 
of the problem leaves an equation with twelve unknowns. 

For a complete evaluation of the exponents and constants,   this equation 
must be evaluated a total of twelve (1Z) times using twelve different runs. 
One factor which will assist in evaluating the buoyancy term is the necessity 
of maintaining dimensional consistency.    The unit equation is: 

K1 m 

sec 
(m)    (m  1)a      

sec 

.- e 

Therefore these relations must hold true: 

f + k - (a') + 3 (-c') + ( -d') + ( - e') 
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and 0 2f + ( -c') + ( - d') + ( - e') 

The above analysis indicates the degree of complexity involved in the 
calculation of effective stack heights.    This holds true even when all 
constants and exponents are known,  and when there are twelve unknowns 
the problem becomes one for a computer program. 
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15.    Buoyancy Equation for Continuous Source 

An expression for the rise due to buoyancy has been derived,   based on 
the basic properties of the atmosphere and the laws of thermodynamics. 
The final form consists of a relation between buoyancy rise,   heat 
emission rate,   atmospheric stability parameters,   and wind velocity. 
The equation is presented below;  the entire analysis is in the Appendix. 

Ah,   = 0. 050 Qh 0- 864 for standard lapse (nr0.25) 
,_, 0'. 463 

u 

The above expression assumes  100 per cent thermodynamic efficiency 
and is based on standard lapse conditions.    The lapse rate will affect 
the work done against gravity in lifting the diffused air.    For dry adiabatic 
lapse rates,   the work done would be zero.    However,   a strong lapse will 
be limited in height,or infinite buoyancy would result.    The strong lapse 
will result in an appreciable increase in buoyancy rise over isothermal 
or inversion conditions.    The overall lapse rate effect from limited 
plume rise data is shown to be the following power of Qv to provide 
lapse rate adjustment.    Assuming 80 per cent thermal efficiency,   the 
equation takes the following form: 

2   - n i 

Ahb-0.04(Qh) s       (Ü) 

Where  Ah = maximum rise due to buoyancy,   meters 

Q. = heat release above atmospheric,   BTU/sec 

IT = mean wind velocity to maximum rise,   meters/sec 

n = stability parameter of Sutton where: 

n     =   0.Z0,   strong lapse 

n    =   0. 25,   standard lapse 

n     =   0. 33,   inversion 

n    =   0. 50,   strong inversion 
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The above formula is the buoyancy effect rise of a hot plume from a 
continuous point source.    This formula will at least give a theoretical 
maximum buoyancy height.    When any other factors    which might influence 
the buoyancy rise,   are included in the   expression,   they might lower the 
calculated height.    All indications are that the height will not be greater 
than the value obtained from this expression for standard lapse conditions. 
When strong lapse or inversion conditions are present,   the equation will 
only give approximations,   the answers being directed in the proper 
direction.    As is recommended with any theoretical expression,   this 
equation should be tested under a wide range of conditions before complete 
confidence is placed in it. 

Considering only buoyancy due to heat,   a comparison of several formulae 
has been made  (Figure  13).     The formulae shown are those considered to 
be the most useful for rocket engine testing.    The graph plots plume rise 
in meters versus heat release  rate.     The Thomas formula is  considered 
conservative but is based primarily on a heat release rate of 3500 BTU. 
Only the buoyancy portion of the Thomas formula is plotted on the graph. 

The thermally   derived equation based on published data provides a reason- 
able fit for much of the published data on observed plumes where the 
molecular weight of the cloud is essentially that of air.    It is recommended 
that the buoyancy equation for continuous source be used until proven or 
modified by test observation.    The wind velocities assumed on Figure 13 
are estimated averages for the various lapse conditions.    Also shown is 
the altitude attained by the horizontal firing of small rockets from the 
empirical equation.    It is well to note that no consideration is given to the 
rate at which the propellant burns.    For this reason,   the use of this 
formula is not recommended for application to larger engines where high 
rates of heat release are obtained.    Also since some energy must be 
expended in diffusion in the horizontal plume with further loss due to the 
momentum energy expended in the horizontal direction,   much lower plume 
heights would be expected than with conventional formulae. 

A  presentation of the most useful inversion penetration equation is also 
shown to indicate how easily formulae break down at low heat release 
rates. 
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General Discussion of Stack Formulae 

From the above descriptions of the available formulae,  the conclusion 
is that there is no perfect' equation for the prediction of stack height over 
an infinite range.    This is true whether the reference is to rocket firing, 
steam plants,   atomic reactors,   or industrial waste discharges.    There is 
no equation that will give complete accuracy outside the region from whence 
it was developed.    Various investigators have attempted to show the regions 
of application for certain formulae.    Their findings have been that each 
equation will provide results with a certain magnitude of error.    Part of 
this error is due to defects in the formulae and part is due to inherent 
properties of the atmosphere. 

The equations of Sutton,   Bosanquet,   et al. ,   and the Oak Ridge formula 
were studied by A.  C,   Best (Ref, 15)   who calculated the stack heights 
obtained under various wind velocities,   and strength of heat source.    His 
conclusions were ",   .   .   .   that if the stack designer is concerned with the 
maximum ground level gas (or toxic) concentrations ever likely to be 
experienced,   he will arrive at similar answers,   probably within the limits 
of the variability of human reaction to specified concentrations,   whichever 
formula he chooses. "   Best states that Sutton's equation gives only 
approximate answers.    Bosanquet,   et al. ,   has been shown to give 
reasonable agreement with some full-scale observations,   and the Oak 
Ridge gives "a reasonable approximation to the results given by the other 
two, "   How Best can come to these conclusions when he has calculated 
differences of over ten times for some of the examples of stack heights is 
not known. 

Upon discussion of the article by Best before the institute of Fuel in 
London,   various dissident voices were raised.    Dr.   R, S,   Scorer 
(Equation 9) stated that many phenomena of great importance were com- 
pletely ignored in Best's presentation.    The most obvious were the 
results of variations of height with changes in the stability of the atmosphere. 
Also,   a Mr.   Lucas stated that he thought Sutton:s formula underesti- 
mated the plume rise,   and that the Oak Ridge formula underestimated it 
by such a large factor that he considered it to be practically worthless. 

J.   E.   Hawkins and G.   Nonhebel,   in their article on  "Chimneys and the 
Dispersal of Smoke" (Ref. 16),   state that the Oak Ridge formula cannot be 
extrapolated over large ranges,   but the Thomas equation is much better. 
Upon comparison of the Bosanquet formula with actual plume rise,   an 
accuracy  of ± 25% was found in the chimneys observed. 

As was mentioned above,   under the Scorer formula,   the work of Moses 
and Strom indicates that there is no one formula which is outstanding 
in all respects. 
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Some of the formulae are of an extremely simple form (i. e, ,   The Oak 
Ridge formula) and probably do not cover all the necessary parameters 
to insure accuracy.    In order to insure a reasonable approximation, 
they must include these parameters in empirically determined constants. 
These constants will apply more closely in region? near which they were 
determined. 

The decision as to which stack height equat on to use depends upon the 
type of effluent system present.    In the case of explosive detonations the 
graph of explosive heat release versus effective height represents the 
most advanced information available.    Thi? graph is therefore recom- 
mended for use with detonations. 

Where the rocket is oriented to fire horizontally,   and a flame deflector 
is not used to direct the exhaust vertically,   the equation for buoyant gases 
applies.    This equation was derived from laws of thermodynamics and is 
estimated to give answers to 1 f   :r 2 places of accuracy. 

The directing of the exhaust out of a vertical stick will nrovide a momentum 
rise component to the gases.     This rise i- , un-- ck r r H additive to the buoyancy 
rise and thus a summation of the two is made ^e obtain the total effective 
stack height.    The momentum rise equation chosen is based en jet penetration 
studies in wind tunnels and is believed to give reasonable results. 

The effects of atmospheric variation« are Lmportantc    They will introduce 
scatter in observed versus calculated heights and scatter will increase with 
distance downwind from the source of emission.    Atmospheric parameters 
of most consequence are changes in lapse rate with altitude,   wind velocity 
with altitude,   and wind direction.    These changes will cause eddies in any 
direct path that a plume might follow when unhindered.    A forceful example 
of the effects produced by atmospheric variation en man-made clouds would 
be in the differences in height of nuclear weapons tests.    A graph of mean 
cloud height versus explosive yield will show a scatter of points for any one 
nominal yield (Ref 17).    For example,   in the one hundred-ton range,   the 
observed heights vary between seven and fifteen thousand feet above mean 
sea level.    Also,   in the twenty thousand-ion range, the heights vary between 
25 and 35 thousand feet.    Factors causing these variations include the 
atmospheric stability,   moisture content;   and the height of the tropopause 
(30, 000 - 55, 000 ft.) 

All of the stack height equations contain a wind velocity parameter.    This 
parameter is considered fairly constant during the calculation but,   in 
actuality,  has considerable variation with altitude.    At ground level the 
wind velocity may be about ten to twenty feet per second but as altitude 
increases,   the velocity increases.    The mean wind velocity at the altitude 
of maximum winds is generally between 80 a-.d 180 fps (Ref. 18) and these 
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upper winds may have velocities of ^00 to 300 fp.s one per cent of the 

time.    The altitude at which this occu"s is between 30. 000 and 40, 000 
feet,   or approximately that of the tropopause. 

The mean wind direction of the upper a:r is from the ^est by southwest, 
at the latitude of Edwards Air Force Base,   at an elevation of about 35, 000 
feet.     The steadiness parameter .'mean vector wmd/mean scalar wind) 
is approximately 0o8 for the mean wind at 35; 000 feet.    This will enable a 
prediction cf fallout tc be made with a greater average confidence level. 

From "he above discussion    ü is  shnvn 'hat the exact height attained by 
a plume cannot at present be predicted wi'h a high degree of accuracy. 
However,   a minimum height and a probable maximum height are possible 
to calculate. 

The maximum heights would be based oi   exp!   s.on heights for an instan- 
taneous  source,   and the buoyancy plus momentum equations for continuous 
sources. 

The maximum concentration of contaminants at ground level can be found 
if the minimum height is known.-    The energy of a plume may be augmented 
by flaring if the contamv.-* on ir  exce-s.ve    but \r. ^rder to reduce the cost 
per test caused by flaring,   the stack height should be known.    A definite 
program for 'he determination of emp.rical formulae might be implemented. 
This program would   nc'ude the static testing of rocket engines cf different 
thrust levels. 

During test firings,   information should be rerovded a? to laose rates,   wind 
vectors,   exhaust temperature and compcs.t;cv   engine thrust,   test duration, 
and plume height as a function of distance downwind f.-om the test stand. 
From these data,   the dimensional analysis equation can be further developed 
to reduce the probable error of calculated •■'ark heights from other methods, 
The probable error of the refined data would ^sc be available for use,   and 
from -his combination a method of stack height prediction would be possible. 

In the absence of precise data and experience v. fh sf^ck heights for large 
rocked at the Eduards Rocket S.te. it is -ecommended that the following 
equations be used ■ 

1. For detonation the relation between energy release versus 
stack height      curve    Fig 12.i< 

2. For horizontal fir;ng    ihe buoyancy equaticu     equation 15. 

3.    For vertical firing the buoyancv equat on plus the jet 
penetration equation    equation 12. 
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4. After sufficient data are accumulated,   a final solution 

of the dimensional analysis equation may be used. 

5. During inversion conditions,   a combination of equations 
could be used for cross-checking of predicted results, 
That is,   the buoyancy and momentum equation's (15 and 
13) answers would be compared to the answer from the 
inversion penetration formula presented below, 
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INVERSION PENETRATION 

The atmospheric temperature has a daily variation with height.     This 
variation is caused by solar radiation,   absorption and emission of heat by 
clouds and the ground,   and mixing of layers of air by wind forces.    When 
the temperature of the air decreases with an increase in altitude,   this is 
called a lapse condition and the rate of change is the lapse rate.    The U.S. 
Standard Atmosphere has a lapse rate of 3. 5   F/1000 feet.    If the lapse 
rate is zero,   an isothermal condition exists.     When the air temperature 
varies directly with altitude,   a "negative" lapse rate or an inversion 
condition exists.     An inversion is caused by the rapid cooling of surface air. 
The nocturnal radiation of the ground without interference by clouds often 
results in inversion conditions. 

An inversion is a critical condition during a firing of a toxic rocket.     The 
hot exhaust gases will rise until they reach an equilibrium height within 
the inversion layer and will remain at this level until the inversion is dis- 
sipated by outside forces such as those produced by sunrise.     This dissi- 
pation of the inversion will distribute the pollutant vertically due to the 
turbulent mixing which occurs during the formation of normal lapse 
conditions. 

If the rocket exhaust gases have sufficient potential energy,   they will 
penetrate an inversion      This energy is supplied by upward gas velocity, 
gas buoyancy,  and the large amount of heat produced in the rocket combustion 
chamber.     The mversionheight which can be penetrated is mathematically 
definable as: 

Z     .:    f (g,   Q,     Ta,   p.  Cp  s D 

Where: 
Z     -    Vertical distance to top of inversion 

g     =      Gravitation constant 

Q Heat potential of exhaust gases 

Air density 

Cr Specific heat of air 

r Average lapse rate from ground to top of inversion 
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The expression becomes. 

or:    Z 

where K; 

3 

4,9   (-1- ry 
v Ta       ' 

-1 i 
K ( r)8     Qh^ 

3 

4. 9(X-)
r
i__._g_ 

g   QH 

Ta TT o  C., 

Ta Ta TT p   C? 

i 

(cgs units) 

This expression has previously been used in rhe prediction of power plant 
exhaust plume paths (Reference 19 and 20).    In that function,   its form was: 

Z    =     784   ( D8       Qh  4 

T is in F per 1000 feet. 

Z is in feet. 

Q is the megawatt rating of po^'c-r plar-r,   based on the assumption that 
one third of the power  goe^ oul the stack. 

Converting Q to BTU/sec available from a rocket exhaust,   the expression 
becomes: 

K'  (D8        Qh4 

And; 
K' ~     784 

K'  -      186. 

3 times the power 

(948 BTU/sec) per megawatt 

Then: 
Z    ^      186   ( D Qr 

This will provide a formula that will allow the scheduling of a toxic rocket 
test during an inversion.    Given the parameters of inversion intensity and 
height,  the minimum thrust level can be calculated.    Conversely,   the 
strongest inversion that a given thrust level  may penetrate can be found. 
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As an example: 

Given:      iOOK toxic solid rocket engine 

Solving for  Z: 

Total heat available with afterburner (approx) =   1. 5 x 10 
BTU/sec 
Strong inversion where r~Z0 F/1000 feet 

3 1 

Z   --■    (186) (20)   '     (1. 5 x 106 )T   .   Feet 

Z   r     2120 Feet. 

Since diurnal inversions of both this strength and height are extremely 
rare,   the  100K engine could pierce almost any inversion. 

There are other available means of overcoming inversions.     The  simplest 
is to avoid them by proper scheduling of tests for periods of minimum 
inversion probability.     This would mean firing during late morning to early 
afternoon and avoiding the early evening to early morning inversion.    Due 
to normal working hours and check out procedures,   this  should not be an 
inconvenience to test personnel. 

Additional methods of overcoming inversions include the use of tall stacks, 
heat implementation of the rocket source,   and proper upward velocity.     A 
tall stack is the device generally used at power generating plants to 
achieve the dispersion of hot exhaust gases.     These stacks are quite high, 
ranging to 700 feet (Reference 3)    and,   therefore,   expensive.     It is,   of 
course,   evident that any physical stack will help in normal testing to 
increase the effective  stack height.     The most likely stack height is one 
higher than all other adjacent structures,  perhaps   one of 50 to 100 feet. 

Normally,   the exhaust from the rocket will by itself provide an after- 
burning effect due to its fuel rich nature,   since a large portion could consist 
of gaseous hydrogen and carbon monoxide,     These gases will be emitted 
above their ignition temperature and will spontaneously ignite.    Heat imple- 
mentation would consist of injection of some  inexpensive fuel into the high 
temperature fuel rich exhaust in the stack.    After mixing with the toxic 
exhaust,   the combined stream would be ignited by a pilot flame and the 
resulting torch would penetrate the inversion. 

The velocity of the rocket exhaust gases emitting from the stack has an 
effect on the entrainment rate of the plume in the atmosphere.    Excessive 
air turbulence could be generated if the gas velocity is too great,  which 
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would cause dissipation of energy^  preventing penetration of the inversion 
layer.   The same applies to a gas velocity which is too low,    A velocity 
of less than half that of sound and perhap? closer to a few hundred miles 
per hour would be o: timum. 

As has been stated above,   inversions present a resistance to penetration. 

This holds true in both directions      That is,   once the inversion has been 
penetrated.,   any subsequent fallout of toxic material will be inhibited by 
the top of the inversion,     This condition,   called lofting,   will cause the 
plume to diffuse    upward and sideways and very little downward.     This is 
a most desirable situation and perhaps one that might be planned for, 
since the inverion impedes the toxic material from reaching the ground. 
At the same time,   the toxic material is rap.dly diluted by the normal 
lapse conditions above the inversion.     It should be noted that an inversion 
need not disappear with the sunrise,   but cou1d persist for several days. 
Atmospheric conditions are not constant,   and transient conditions may 
occur at any location and   at any time.     The probabii.ty of these changes 
taking place at any particular time can be predicted for the test site,  but 
for large distances downwind,   no rigid prediction can be made unless 
data are taken at these points.     General weather forecasts,   location of 
fronts and storms,   and the time of day will assist in prediction of diffusion 
changes.     When changes occur,   averag.ng of diffusion calculations may be 
made to estimate the hazard of a change from normal lapse to inversion or 
washout conditions 

For proper test scheduling,   it would be advisable to determine the strength 
and height of inversions at the test s_te      The standard method is the use 
of a radiosonde,   a balloon-borne devic-2-v.hich transmits temperature and 
pressure to a ground station.     The data transmitted to the ground are then 
reduced to a plot of temperature versus altitude,   since altitude is a 
function of air pressure.     The lapse rate is then directly obtainable,   and 
the existence and strength of any inversion wi?l be known.     Whether the 
inversion can be penetrated can then be calculated and a test firing 
scheduled accordingly.   The existence and  strength of the inversion layers 

need to be monitored before, during and after tests to predict hazards.    A 
computer is the only means of accomplishing thir.     The confidence in the 
data is dependent directly on pas: experience and the immediate availability 
of applicable data, 
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SECTION II 

APPLICATION OF METEOROLOGICAL CRITERIA 

The value of meteorology in the efficient design and operation of a toxic 
rocket test stand will be found upon consideration of the influencing factors 
pertinent to rocket propulsion testing.    These factors involve dispersion, 
attainment of stack heights,   the penetration of inversions,   and the effects 
of total integrated dosage upon test system design.    To attain the degree 
of reliability required for an operational system,   a knowledge of specific 
toxicity levels,   improvement of predictabilities,   meteorological data 
systems and sampling systems is required. 

The following section of this report presents discussions and analyses on 
the various toxicity considerations and the effect of a finite emission time 
versus a continuous emission as it would pertain to limitations in test 
durations.    Also covered are the variability and reliability of toxic con- 
centrations as predicted by equations and as actually determined by 
instrumentation.    The degree of prediction error is calculated in order to 
establish a basis for improving the ability to predict toxicity levels. 

The instrumentation requirements for the determination of meteorological 
and toxicity parameters are presented.    Weather stations and the data 
reduction system required for a complete dispersion analysis are intro- 
duced.     The toxic  sampling network for determination of hazardous con- 
ditions is also related to data reduction. 

It has been found that specific toxic rockets may be safely tested in the 
proper environment.    A complete analysis of the various test stand 
configurations and operational descriptions will be found in the report, 
"Design of a Toxic Rocket Test System",   SSD-TDR-62-1 37,   (Reference 
30) which was published simultaneously. 
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TOXICITY CONSIDERATIONS 

The necessity for any study of the dispersion of rocket exhaust products is 
based un the observation that certain substances are injurious to human 
Ufe,     Their effects are observed in both chronic and acute diseases as well 
as systemic poisons or annoyances      That the use of these toxic chemicals 
in rocket  technology is becoming more common is apparent.     The justifi- 
cation for this increased use of toxic chemicals is found in their higher 
energy content,   improved storabihty.   or other properties      These improve- 
ments in. propellants have the inherent advantage to improve vehicle per- 
formance either in the increase in range or payload. 

Propellants are generally divided into two types: liquid and solid,   although 
a third type is also possible (hybrid   or tnprope Uant) in which both liquid 
and solid phases occur      The presence of two varieties of propellants and 
three possible forms,   solid,   liquid,   and gas for rocket exhaust products 
increases the complexities of the toxicity problem 

The effects of atoxic substance upon animai or human life depend,  in 
general,   on its physical state.     A liquid may be absorbed through the skin, 
swallowed,   entrained in air and breathed,   or the vapors may be breathed. 
Typical eiiects of a toxic fuel spill  such as UDMII or hydrazme,   are 
chocking,   difficult breathing,   nausea,   and upon extreme exposure,   con- 
vulsive seizures and death. 

Of course,   these symptoms would not occur unless the concentration of 
vapors are of dangerous proportions,   and any concentrations of that 
magnitude would exceed allowable dosages 

There are generally three limits of concentration specified for a chemical; 
an    environmental one for the general public,   an eight-hour or working day 
concentration,   and an evacuation limit for everyone who might be exposed 
to the chemical.     Depending on the chemical,   the eight-hour limit might vary 
from 5, 000 ppm for a mildly toxic substance like carbon diokide to 0   01 
ppm for an extremely toxic substance like pentaborane 

The method of poisoning can come from a number of ways but,   in general, 
is  limited to inhalation of vapors or cutaneous action for corrosive propel- 
lants.     The chances of personnel dosages by oral.,   intramuscular,   intra- 
venous,   or subcutaneous means are low   with regard to rocket propellants 
at test stands or launch sites.     Before any usage of toxic chemical at a 
facility,   the noxious properties must be defined and suitable safeguards 
provided for personnel      These safeguards include safety clothing and 
breathing apparatus,   toxic detection equipment,   and decontamination 
provisions. 
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The liquid propellants can be introduced into the body by many different 
routes,   but  solid toxic  substances have only three ways to enter the body; 
through cuts,   Ingestion    and by inhalation. 

A brief presentation of the respiratory system and its action on solid 
phase 'articulate matter is included to aid in the understanding of deposi- 
tion of toxic matter in the lungs.     With the point of initial intake being 
erhör 'lie nose or the mouth,   air passes in succession through the trachea, 
bronchi    bronchioles  alveolar ducts    and finally into the alveolar sacs, 
The uver-all  structure consists of a  series of branching passages decreas- 
ing m size and increasing in number as the distance from the point of intake 
increases.    The hairs and small bones of the nose provide an efficient 
filtering svstem for large particles,   while the hair-like cilia,   lining the 
respiratory ducts above the bronchioles    trap and transport to the mouth 
anv insoluble particles trapped in this  region.     The very fine particles 
penetrate to the deeper recesses of the lungs and are deposited there to 
varying degrees    depending on their size.     Particles deposited in the alve- 
oli and alveolar sacs are ingested by migratory cells and transported,   with 
n  few passing into the bloodstream,   through the lung tissue to collect in 
the lymphatic  system      Eventually    the particles are carried to the bron- 
chioles    tnen to the ciliated  regions and from here eliminated.    Analysis 
of particles size distributions m the inhaled and expired air of human sub- 
jects and examination of lung deposits of deceased    workers has been used 
to study the mechanism of deposition      The result of this analysis is repro- 
duced and shown in   Figure  14.   after Green and Lane (Reference 25).     If the 
characteristics of the toxic  rocket motor are similar to an aluminum motor, 
one would expect the  solid exhaust products to be in the range of maximum 
retention,   approximately 0   8 to  1   6 microns in diameter. 

The possibility cf poisoning from toxic solid propellants is presently less 
than from liquid propellants    because they are not yet in general usage. 
This condition promises to be only a temporary one since extensive 
throught and research is being expended for various toxic solid compounds. 
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LIMITED TEST DURATION 

During rocket motor test,   the emission is normally short time firing 
rather than instantaneous or continuous.    A study of meteorology will 
reveal that short time firings or finite emissions will never exceed the 
downwind concentration found with a continuous point source of the 
same emission rate.     When the test duration is long,   the downwind 
concentration from a finite emission approaches the continuous point 
source concentration as a limit.     When the plume reaches the point of 
interest downwind before the emission is discontinued,  the concentration 
will be very nearly that for a continuous source.     When the plume reaches 
about a quarter of the way toward the point of interest before   the emission 
is stopped,   the peak concentration will be about three quarters of that 
from a continuous point source. 

The downwind concentration from a finite source will never exceed the 
concentration from an instantaneous point source if the quantities of toxic 
products emitted are identical.     The total amount of substance emitted is 
compared in this instance,   while the rate of emission was used in com- 
paring finite with continuous emissions.     For short duration and finite 
release,   the instantaneous point source plume is approximated and so are 
the downwind concentrations.    In fact,   with increased distance,   the clouds 
are practically identical in shape and concentration distribution.    For a 
release time as long as 500 seconds in a turbulent atmosphere with a ten 
mile per hour wind,   the maximum concentration for the finite release is 
about 90% of the concentration from an instantaneous release ten miles 
downwind.    At greater distances the concentrations become essentially 
identical. 

For short duration testing of rocket motors up to several minutes running 
time,   the instantaneous point source emission equations are appropriate 
for estimating downwind concentrations.    The total integrated dosage for 
instantaneous point source release can be applied to finite release to de- 
termine dosages downwind. 

The relationship between center of plume concentrations for continuous 
point source emission and instantaneous emission can be expressed as 
follows: 

Xc A   Cx(2-n)/2 

x. u e 
1 

Wherei Xc  =    concentration downwind of continuous point source 
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X, - concentration downwind of instantaneous point source 

C - diffusion coefficient 

n - Sutton's stability parameter 

x - distance downwind of point source 

u - wind velocity,   meters/sec 

9      :-    time in seconds required to emit from the continuous 
point source the amount of material issued instantaneously 
from the instantaneous point source 

The duration of integration for determining concentrations along the 
axis of the plume is given as follows:   (References 4 and 27) 

Duration of integration: 

0 5.48C d/(2-n)/Z 

I 

Where d'-    distance downwind or is equal to x and other symbols have 
the usual meaning 

By dividing the duration time for a finite emission by the duration of 
integration,  a fraction is obtained from which the ratio of concentration 
for a finite release compared with a continuous emission can be de- 
termined.    A chart in Reference 27 can be used to determine the relation- 
ship.     The curve is a straight line on log-log plot to the point of 60 % 
finite release concentra.tion.     The straight line portion of the curve can 
be expressed as follows: 

log   M. =  0.9813     log !£  + 0.4362 

Where Xf   =    concentration downwind of a finite point source 
release for time a. 

From these expressions, a table can be developed to show the relation- 
ship between concentrations downwind of continuous,  finite,  and instan- 
taneous point source releases.    This table is based on unstable atmospheric 
conditions,  but the relationships hold true for other atmospheric conditions 
with increased downwind distances.     The first column of the chart gives 
distance.    The second column (xc/ Xi ) presents the ratio of downwind 
concentrations for continuous as compared with instantaneous releases. 
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The period of time required for the continuous point source to evolve 
the same amount of effluent establishes the relationship between the 
source strengths and are shown for periods of 5,   30,  and 500 seconds. 

The third column of the chart shows the relationship between Xf / Xc for 

various finite release times where the rates of release are identical. 
The ratios are shown to increase with increased release time and. to 
decrease with downwind distance.     The last column shows the product of 
column (2) times column (3),   which shows Xf/Xj .   For example,  where 
a five-second finite firing is compared with an instantaneous source 
releasing the same amount of effluent in a very short period of time, 
the downwind concentrations are the same within 3% at one mile distance. 

RELATIVE DOWNWIND CONCENTRATIONS FROM 
CONTINUOUS,  FINITE,  AND 

INSTANTANEOUS POINT SOURCES 

Distance 

X continuous 

X  instantaneous 

X finite 

X continuous 

X finite 
X instantaneous 

Finite Firing 
Time for Equal 
Total Emissions 

Miles 5sec* 30sec*500sec* 5sec^3Dsec$ 500 secjjS 5 sec   30 sec   500 sec 

1 

5 

10 

24.2       4.03   0.242 

104.0     17.33   1.04 

194.0       3.23    1.94 

0.04       0.23           1.0 

0.0095   0.056         0.77 

0.0051    0.0305      0.46 

0.968    0.927     0.242 

0.988    0.972    0.802 

0.990    0.985    0.893 

* 

Where Qc ,   continuous emission rate,   is such that an amount equal to 
Q^ is liberated every 5,   30,  and 500 seconds,   respectively. 

Duration of finite emission at rate Q_. 

In summary,  instantaneous point source concentration equations may be 
utilized for finite releases for rocket test systems. 
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CONCENTRATION VARIABILITY AND RELIABILITY 

Dispersion coefficients for diffusion formulae have been determined for 
a number of locations.    The process of diffusion is influenced by many 
conditions of the atmosphere and topographic features.    However,   as 
shown by Ocean Breeze experiments run in the Atlantic and Pacific 
Missile Ranges,   prediction of ground level diffusion can be made within 
a factor of two with a 99% confidence level.    Ground level diffusion varies 
more with atmospheric conditions and surface influence than does elevated 
diffusion,  but data are more accessible near the ground than at points 
above.     With sufficient upper air measurements,   diffusion in the upper air 
layers will be as predictable as that at the surface.    A factor of between 
2 to 1/2 the predicted concentration should be possible given the height of 
the diffusion process and atmospheric condition along the predicted path. 

The height at which the supposed diffusion process takes^ place is not 
easily predicted.     For ground level concentrations,   the actual vertical 
profile of the smoke plume is less important than the ultimate height to 
which the plume rises and from where the greater part of diffusion can 
be assumed to take place.     Various effective stack height formulae have 
been derived to predict the plume path and/or maximum height of plume 
rise.     The effective stack height includes not only the physical stack height 
when used as the source of emission,   but also exit velocity effect and 
cloud buoyancy, 

Atmospheric influence on effective stack height is very complex,   and 
most stack height formulae are derived for limited conditions and are 
overly simplified.    Some formulae do not consider effluent exit velocity, 
others consider plume rise within a short distance of the stack,   and still 
others neglect the effect of atmospheric lapse rate on plume path.     The 
Thomas effective stack height formula has been derived empirically to 
predict actual smoke plumes   issuing   from steam generating plants.    It 
is intended to yield maximum rise of effluent rather than the short distance 
downwind used in the Oak Ridge formula,   which is admittedly conservative. 
The energy release of power generating plants is more nearly equivalent 
to third stage ICBM motors and is probably most reliable for this size 
motor.    Smoke plumes from smaller engines tend to lose buoyancy by 
rapid diffusion and larger plumes are rendered less buoyant by stable 
atmospheric lapse rates.    Detonation of explosives equivalent to second 
stage Minutemen have produced smoke clouds with center-line elevations 
in excess of 2000 meters.    Explosion of 400-pound charges have produced 
smoke clouds with top-of-plume elevations of 1500 meters.     The Thomas 
stack height formula appears to be fairly accurate and possibly conserva- 
tive for small upper stage motors,  but possibly optimistic by a factor of 
2 for very small propellant charges and for second stage ICBM solid 
motors. 
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Assuming dispersion and stack height errors are cumulative,   the 
resulting error in predicted concentration can be off as much as eight 
fold.    Until data have been collected from dispersion and stack height 
measurements,  a safety factor of 10 is recommended for initial rocket 
testing. 

The maximum downwind concentration from an elevated,  instantaneous 
point source varies inversely as the cube of the stack height.    The 
distance to this point is influenced by the ratio of stack height over 
dispersion coefficient raised to a power of 1. 1 to 1. 3,   depending on 
atmospheric stability.    However,   the total integrated dosage,   which 
may be considered of more significance than maximum concentration, 
varies inversely as the square of the effective stack height.   This means 
an estimated stack height twice actual will result in a total integrated 
dosage of 4 times predicted.    The maximum total integrated dosage is 
not affected by dispersion coefficients assuming constant atmospheric 
conditions and the absence of weather fronts,   rainfall and other major 
disturbances between the source and point of maximum contamination. 
The difficulty of monitoring for toxic products at various locations and 
at great distances downwind suggests a safety factor of up to 10-fold for 
larger engines.      Small engines,   which are more easily monitored and 
where area control can be maintained might soon be fired using smaller 
safety factors than 10-fold as the confidence level is improved.    Even 
the dispersion and stability parameters for major types of atmospheric 
conditions may vary as much as 50^ from one type to the next.     Without an 
accurate   statement of atmospheric conditions,   prediction of concen- 
tration of toxic products cannot be  precise. 

Actual prediction of concentration of toxic products is not necessary. 
The intent is to establish safe limits and avoid overexposure of any 
inhabited areas. 

In general,   toxic limits as established by the Manufacturing Chemists' 
Association and the Atomic Energy Commission are apparently conserva- 
tive.   Another safety factor of 10 appears overly conservative.    However, 
human lives are at stake and the results of overexposure are conclusive. 
Once confidence levels are established within a narrower range for three 
dimensional dispersion,   a safety factor of 10 may not be required below 
allowable concentrations recommended. 
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IMPROVEMENT OF PREDiCTABlL.IT Y 

The amount of error inherent in any one case of dispersion can be reduced 
to a minimum when more complete data,   recorded from previous tests, 
have been added to the prediction equations.    These increased data will 
include topographical features of the test site,   characteristics of the 
tested pr opeilant  as stems,   and atmospheric  conditions.    The topographi- 
cal  features comprise the mechanical eddies generated by terrain and 
structures m the immediate vicinity of the stack,   and by the stack 
itself.    Also incJuded m this category are the terrain features downwind 
of the stack,   since these features influence the surface boundary layer 
at the distance of maximum concentration  'when dispersed from a stack). 

Necessary,   therefore,   to a comprehensive test progräm is a thorough 

survey of any proposed test  sites to determine the optimum location.    A 
trade-off will be ni' oived m which access to the site,   load bearing ability 
of soil,   and topography related to meteorology are all considered. 

The characteristics of the propellant  system consist of the toxic 
ingredient .'s ) and their quantities,   the thrust level,   and orientation of the 
exhaust.    These are easily determined parameters which are of great 
importance in predicting s'ack heights. 

Observations of maximum plume rise can be equated to rocket parameters. 
Standard formujae for plume rise include the parameters of gas buoyancy, 
upward velocity,   and atmospheric  lapse rates. 

Atmospheric conditions affecting dispersion are:   wind velocity and gusti- 
ness,   wind variation with altitude,   lapse rate and variation in lapse rate 
•with altitude,   vertical air density- structure,   atmospheric turbulence, 
and wind shea r. 

If any of the abo\ e sets of parameters is not properly considered in the 
prediction of dispersion of toxic effluents the resulting calculations will 
not agree with the actual observed concentration of contaminants. 

Assuming ail variables of importance are known and determined,   the 
accuracy to which they are known is of next degree of importance to the 
determination of'he predictability of the final result. 

The probable error of a calculated function can be derived.     The simplest 
example m the present study is the calculation of the maximum toxic 

concentration,    X rnax    ^or a continuous point source.    It is written as 

YmciX   „,„._.i.Q......    c:± 
e TT   J   h3 C,. 
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where Cz/ C    =   1 for Isotropie conditions.    To determine the probable 

error of Xmax.  the probable errors of Q (emission rate ),  u (wind 

velocity),   and h (effective stack height) need to be known.    Error theory- 
can be applied to functions of several variables,   the best value of the 
derived quantity being obtained by substituting the mean values of the 
several variables in the function.    Defining the probable error,   Q   ,   of 

the best value,   p,   of the function: 

p    =       f (  S;   ,   Sg  ,   S3  , . . , ,   SN ) 

and relating it to the probable errors,   Ql ,  Qa ,   Qa ,. . . . QN ,  of the mean 

values rr^,   rrig ,   1113 > ■ ■ ■ ■ mN <   0^ the several independently measured 

quantities,   Sl ,  Sj ,  S3 ,   . . , . ,  SN by the following equation: 

Q- ^'H'.iV (Ref■2,, 
J v    y    J 

If this expression is expanded for the present case,   it becomes: 

Lx     0. + lX 
i9u. 

An example problem is presented: 

If ^max is desired, 

and        Q =    1000.   ±10.   gm/sec 

u =    10   ±0. 5 meters/sec 

h -    50   ±5.   meters 

T^Pn. v 2(1000) 3 
Then: Xmax ..^ ~J— gm/m 

e TT (10     50 3 

3 =    0. 009368 gm/m 

v =9. 368 x 10",: gm/m Amax 5 

or ^max        =    ^- ^^ rrii^igram/meter'- 
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The probable errcxr i» then computed: 

9.X 
a Q 

ax 
8 ü 

ax 
a h 

e. TT u h" 
.    9   368 x 10'L 

2   Q  

e TT n   (- 'J    ! 

2   Q 

e IT ü (-2 h ) 

9, 368 x 10" 

9  368 x 10"" 

Then; 

Q p / q 368 10"' (10) + -9 368 10" 
3 

1 (0. 5) + ( -9. 368 10" 
2         3 

■')  (5) 

i7.76     10""      +   87  76        10'   (0.25.1      +   87. 76'  10"i0 (25) 

Qe   "   ./     44  76     x      10" ^   ■     6,69     x    I0"*gm/m.3 

Therefore. Xmax       9   368   ±  0  659 m.illigram/meter^ 

The number of significant figures present in the above values of ^max 
1S 

too great      A value more m keeping with the given values of Q,   u,   and h is: 

Xma>,      9  4   ±0  7 mxlhgram/meter3 

and the vdlu«^ is correct to about 1%     From this example it is clear that 
all of the variables in an equation are important when considering the 
probable error of the dependent variable. 



DATA SYSTEMS 

Micrometeorological Stations 

Data stations are a necessary part of the toxic test facility.    Since such data 
stations exist and are well within the state-of-the-art,   a thorough description 
of these stations will not be presented.     For specific test programs in which 
the particular propellant characteristics are known,   the rate of heat release 
vs.   the buoyancy rise is given (Figure  13,.     The heights which are attainable 
in advanced development programs are greater than those covered in pre- 
vious diffusion studies.     Towers and other equipment are required to deter- 
mine the prediction capability for plume rises above normal inversion 
layers and in excess of 3000 feet altitude. 

Vandenberg Air Force Base has a satisfactory meteorological station net- 
work for diffusion studies (Reference 28) and most of their hardware can be 
duplicated for such stations as required by th.  Rucket Site. 

It is recommended that three towers  150 to ZOO fee; high are provided 
for the purposes of testing and monitoring the required meteorological 
conditions at the Rocket Site.     These towers would allow the obtaining of 
data pertaining to lapse rates and wind velocity gradients,   which were not 
necessary at PMR because non-buoyant releases were the only types 
covered.    The use of towers would reduce the dependency on radiosonde or 
wiresonde equipment which would otherwise be required.    The data obtained 
from towers are continuously available and will reduce pretest complications 
by permitting an uninterrupted meteorologicaJ forecast to be made,    A com- 
puter is the optimum means for achieving accurate and continuous fore- 
casts due to its data retention and short time readout capabilities. 

These towers will monitor at specified heights such parameters as wind 
velocity,   wind direction,   temperatures,   temperature differences between 
various heights,   and heat  radiation.    The data measured at these towers 
should be transmitted to a data reduction center for rapid analysis.    A 
computer is recommended for data correlation at this point so that infor- 
mation can be transmitted as rapidly as possible to cognizant personnel 
conducting the tests. 

A helium filled radiosonde or wiresonde capable of 500 feet altitude with 
future expansion capabilities to Z500 feet is also desirable in order to 
determine lapse rate.    The information transmitted from the radiosonde 
should also be transmitted to the central data reduction center for rapid 
data reduction.    Radiosondes and wiresondes have inherent economic and 
accuracy drawbacks which tend to reduce their use to a necessary minimum. 
High low-level winds tend to reduce their usefulness since launching is 
more difficult and a vertical data profile cannot be obtained. 



Cameras are required in addition to the other meteorological instruments. 
The cameras will be used to record height,   size,  and velocities of plumes. 
The recordings will be made of nontoxic plumes for meteorological studies 
as well as for actual test conditions when the plume will contain toxic 
material.   The use of smoke plume photography is a relatively recent inno- 
vation,   but is particularly appropriate for air pollution studies,   since 
direct measurement of the dispersion caused by wind turbulence may be 
obtained.     The method has a number of advantages but fails when the visi- 
bility is low.     Analogous techniques to the photography of plumes is the 
use of infra-red cinetheodolites,   radar tracking by use of radar reflective 
additives,   or the addition of small balloons to the effluent and optically or 
visually following them.    Cameras have been used by NASA at the Langley 
Research Center,   Langley,   Virginia.     Also,   an angle-of-attack sensor 
attached to the nose of a Scout vehicle was used at Marshall Space Flight 
Center. 

In an implementation program,   it is recommended that the three towers 
and the low altitude measuring devices be installed first.    As the interest 
in larger toxic rockets increases,   the high altitude and camera instrumen- 
tation should be added. 

Sampling System 

A rocket test stand configuration employing toxic propellants must be 
designed to safely handle both the propellants and the exhaust products. 
These chemicals will be emitted wholly or in part to the atmosphere where 
they will be dispersed by the macroscopic turbulent available energy.    Due 
to the possibility of a large variation in thrust levels between tests and the 
change in quantity or type of toxic exhaust product,   no single device could 
monitor all possible contaminants.    Some possible toxic materials present 
during rocket testing are; (before combustion) hydrazine and its deriva- 
tives,   nitrogen tetroxide,   fluorine,   methyl alcohol,   nitric acid,   ammonia, 
pentaborane,   diborane,   borohydrides,   ozone,   benzene,   and others. 

Upon combustion,   many of the above chemicals become relatively harmless, 
but many exhaust products are dangerous.    Poisonous compounds of boron, 
fluorine,   chlorine,  as well as carbon monoxide,  are sometimes present 
and must be considered. 

Because of the extremely low exposure limits for the more toxic com- 
pounds,   the concentration must be monitored to determine hazards at the 
test stand and in the surrounding area. 
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Monitoring techniques have been developed for use with toxic liquid pro- 
pellants,   such as hydrazine,   UDMH,  and nitrogen tetroxide.     These 
chemicals,   for use with the TITAN II and other weapons systems,   must 
be carefully handled and every precaution must be exercised to prevent 
spills.    When spillage does occur,   the presence and spread of gaseous 
vapors must be detected quickly.    Examples of excellent existing systems 
for this purpose are found in those developed for the Atlantic and Pacific 
Missile Ranges (Reference 5).     Here,   a controlled emission of zinc sulfide 
aerosol was allowed to disperse,   and upwards of 500 air samplers were 
used to detect its concentration at locations downwind of the source.     The 
samplers were positioned in two and in one case three arcs in excess of 
90° spread in the prevailing wind directions and in a pattern near the 
aerosol generator.     The data collected by this system were used to derive 
highly reliable dispersion coefficients for use in calculating diffusion rates 
for spills.    In addition, a series of equations for the prediction of aerosol 
concentration with distance was developed from these experiments. 

A similar program was performed by the Stanford Research Institute 
(Reference 24),   at Edwards Air Force Base,   to determine dispersion 
coefficients.     The coefficients may be used in the Sutton diffusion equations 
to calculate downwind concentrations.     The Stanford Research Institute 
study was performed to determine the hazards of a hydrogen and fluorine 
test stand at the Edwards Rocket Site.    Ground level dispersion was the 
only factor investigated in this study. 

Because of a high level of toxicr'ty possible with the more exotic fuels,   a 
program to evaluate dispersion from elevated sources is required and would 
use a more elaborate data gathering system than used heretofore at Edwards. 
Sampling stations are required both at the Rocket Site and outside of the 
boundaries of Edwards Air Force Base.    Appreciable concentrations of 
toxics could exist at even hundreds of miles downwind of a high thrust firing 
and the hazard at ground level must be known.    It has been shown that 
sampling equipment up to at least 150 miles downwind of the Rocket Site 
would be required for direct release into the atmosphere.   A total of approxi- 
mately 75 units would be needed.     Three central data gathering units in 45° 
arcs would be the minimum for safety. 

Some meteorological systems use more than 75 sampling units.    At 
Vandenberg Air Force Base (PMR) hundreds of zinc sulfide samplers were 
used in the development of the "Ocean Breeze" formulae,    Also at 
Vandenberg samplers are required for monitoring propellant spills of 
hydrazine,   UDMH,   and nitrogen tetroxide. 
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A small loxic test stand would require onh,  a few sampLers if the propel- 
lant toxicity is of a  low order whereas the larger systems require greater 
sampling complexity for  safe operation.     The rate of toxic emission and 
the toxic properties ot the propellent wil1 determine the  sampling system. 

The actual equipment needed to accüUih      !. .!.!   dt'.'.ction of toxic propel- 
ants or exhaust products may vary widely in form,   operation,   and cost. 
For the volatile chemicals a number of methods are possible; gas 
chromatographs or sensitive chemical detector'   being but two ways to 
detect toxic gases      Toxic -olid materials require different methods of 
analysis.    First parnclei ol finite si/e have to be collected and then must 
be analyzed      This could be done by air  samplers which would gather the 
toxic solids close to the level at which they would be inhaled.     The sample 
may be collected on a hlter paper for analyzing.     The detection of radio- 
active waste material w-,.ll probably become necessary in relation to 
propulsion systems.      fherefore,   the means of detecting a specific toxic 
effluent will be chosen as  rocket test schedules require  since new propel- 
lant combination'- are continually being discovered. 

Data Handling System 

A data handling system is an important auxiliary to a  toxic test facility 
and wall be used to assist in the prediction of meteorological conditions 
and indicate whether a test could be safely initiated.     Input into the 
system would include data from radiosonde balloons,   local weather 
stations,   general weather reports,   and facility-based instruments.     In 
addition,   the type,   orientation,   and thrust level of the toxic propellant 
rocket would be  added to the general equation of the computer.     The safe 
firing time would be obtained from this input.     In addition,   a plot of pre- 
dicted downwmd concentrations as a function of real time,   distance,   and 
changing weather would be possible to derive 

Implementation of such a system may follow' a number of paths.     The 
least expensive would be a manually operated calculator with the 
calculations done only as required.     The most complex system would be 
a computer providing continuous plots of test conditions.     The chosen 
system for the requirements presented will be the optimum of these two 
extremes      It would give the go - no-go prediction based on short time 
inputs      The time lag between the taking of meteorological and other data 
and the go - no-go prediction would be a dominant factor in the choice of 
data handling system complexity. 
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS TO ROCKET TEST SYSTEMS 

Design of a test system depends on the development of design criteria. 
Motor sizes and characteristics are of highest importance in design 
considerations since every effort must be made to obtain data of the actual 
test item operating conditions.    Where highly toxic propellants and pro- 
pellant exhaust products are involved,   measures must be taken to prevent 
overexposure of personnel to toxic products.     The test system must be 
designed to provide the protection needed.    Anticipated test frequency for 
various size motors must be established to prevent excessive set-up time 
and undue scheduling of test runs.     The frequency of testing is important 
in determining allowable release of toxic products both from the stand- 
point of total dosage at inhabited areas downwind and the probability of 
suitable weather conditions for safe dispersion of toxic products. 

Once the test program has been established,   meteorological principles 
can be employed to estimate the toxicity hazards that can result from such 
a test program.    A study of meteorological phenomena will suggest ways 
of using atmospheric dispersion to the greatest advantage,    Emission of 
effluent from one large stack is recommended over many small stacks. 
The ideal stack for maximum dispersion of effluent is tall,   large in diameter, 
and with high exit velocity and buoyancy of effluent.     The stack should be high 
enough to prevent downwash due to turbulence caused by structural and topo- 
graphical features near the stack.    A stack at least twice as  high as 
obstructions  should be employed. 

Current meteorological information will be required for the test site to 
determine go-no   go conditions where climatic influences can result in 
hazardous conditions from a test or malfunction.    Sufficient meteorological 
measuring instruments must be provided to distinguish between safe and 
unsafe firing conditions.     Data reduction equipment with the capacity to 
make current predictions of safe conditions must be provided.    Sophistication 
can range from simple pen type recorders of wind velocity,   direction, 
variability and temperature lapse rate to an elaborate network of instruments 
feeding information into a computer for continuous prediction of toxicity 
limitations.    The more complex the meteorological station,the greater the 
initial cost.    Maintenance and operating costs will not necessarily increase 
with the complexity of the meteorological system.    For highly toxic exhaust 
products where great distances may be involved for adequate dispersion,   the 
weather network and toxicity monitoring system may beconie so extensive that 
greater economy can be realized through application of safety  measures and 
devices at the source.     Without sufficient monitoring devices for weather and 
for toxicity determinations to improve confidence levels for dispersion de- 
terminations,   reliance on atmospheric dispersion is dependent upon local 
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dispersion determinations and effective sta.ck height measurennents. 
Sufficient area meteorological information must be available to determine 
rainfall and frontal conditions between the test facility and downwind areas, 

An economic balance between test system,   meteorological network,  and 
operating costs should be established.    Further considerations include the 
value of meteorological data accumulated for use on other programs and 
estimated savings that may be realized in future facility design,    The 
meteorological station will be useful and possibly necessary for scheduling 
toxic liquid propellant handling operations anticipated in the near future. 
A highly  sophisticated micrometeorological network is needed for spill 
tests,   future toxic liquid propellant transfer facilities,   small toxic solid 
motor testing,   and local monitoring of large toxic solid motor test system. 

One method of simplifying a test system design and capital investment 
would be the addition of a flare to the rocket or stack exhaust. This is 
well within the state-of-the art. 

The graph shown on Figure 15 is a plot of diffusion from a point source with 
no stack height for ground emission.    The source strength is doubled to 
account for reflection of particulates or gas reflection from the ground. Along 
the axis of an elevated plume,   the concentration will be half these values. 
The ratio of X /Q is plotted with respect to distance to show dilution ratios 
for maximum convenience in use.    The dilution ratios required for selected 
motors are marked for concentrations equal to one microgram per cubic 
meter.     The distance required to these dilutions points out the necessity for 
elevated release and/or buoyant plumes to yield adequate dilution at ground 
level.     The slightly diverging series of lines represents various atmospheric 
stabilities from extremely turbulent to strong inversion.    Dilution ratios at 
a downwind location vary a thousand-fold between climatic extremes.    How- 
ever,  from an elevated point source,   the maximum ground level concen- 
tation remains essentially the same,  but the distance to the maximum is 
increased ten-fold when climatic conditions change from very unstable to 
very stable. 

The graph shown on Figure 16 is a plot of the empirical formula derived 
from ground-level emission under Project Ocean Breeze (Ref.   5).    The 
preliminary report under this project presented four formulae,  one for each 
major atmospheric stability category.    However,   it was found that changing 
from one formula for one lapse rate to the formula for the adjoining lapse 
rate category,  discontinuities resulted of greater magnitude than the devi- 
ation resulting from one all-inclusive formula including a lapse term.    A 
high confidence level has been established for this new,  pre-release formula. 
A 99% probability of predicting within one half or double the measured con- 
centration has resulted from the use of this formula for ground level point 
source emission.    For ground emissions,   such as toxic liquid spills,   the 
Ocean Breeze formula is very promising 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The study of the effect that meteorology has on toxic rocket systems 
has resulted in certain basic conclusions.    These conclusions must be 
rather general until a specific propellant system is chosen,  after which 
more exact calculations may be made from definite parameters of the 
propellant toxicity and the. associated thrust levels.    The conclusions 
are: 

1.      Toxic rockets may be fired directly into the atmosphere 
with the following qualifications. 

a. The test stand location must be a safe distance from 
inhabited areas. 

b. Any limitations on thrust levels,   and toxic emission 
rates,   must be maintained. 

c. The effluent should be directed in a vertical direction 
for maximum natural stack height. 

d. The weather conditions must be suitable or artificial 
equipment must be used.    This could include flaring 
of the exhaust gases for greater buoyancy of the plume, 

e. The weather conditions should be predicted to be 
constant and near ideal for the duration of the test. 

f. Air sampling must be conducted to insure that toxic 
limits are not exceeded. 

2. Toxic rocket tests of large size may be conducted,  but tests 
should not be made where the maximum allowable concentra- 
tions  (MAC) might be exceeded beyond the borders of a test site. 

3. In addition to the atmosphere diffusion of toxic rocket exhaust,  a 
filtration or scrubber system could be added to allow greater 
toxic emission rates prior to filtration.    Trade-offs would have 
to be made between the two extremes of complete filtration to 
complete emission of the toxic components.    From these trade- 
offs the facility could be optimized for: 

a.      Maximum personnel safety and confidence in system  ■ 
performance. 
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b. Optimum cost where  open air firing would require 
elaborate and costly meteorological networks and 
experimentation,   and where complete filtration would 
require elaborate and costly blast containment and 
filtration networks. 

c. Maximum facility utilization based on setup and 
time percentages. 

4,     A health and safety group must be formed to establish and 
enforce regulations,   establish  sampling stations for back- 
ground readings,   and obtain and monitor physical examina- 
tions oi test personnel.    This group s activities would 
increase m proportion to test  size and frequency. 

Based on these conclusions and the  stud\   uf applicable meteorological 
analytical techniques.,   the following  recommendations have been developed: 

1.     Atmospheric  diffusion for highly toxic  rockets of small size 
can utilize point  source ground level emission equations. 
Either Sutton's form or the  "Ocean Breeze" form of point 
source ground level emission formula can be used.    Where 
the downwind distance to the control area limit is over five 
miles,   these equations h.r e led to the conclusion that small 
rockets may be tested during turbulent atmospheric conditions. 
The maximum sale size would have to be calculated for the 
specific propeliant combination» 

2. Large toxic  rockets ma\   require a control area greater than 
five miles downwind to prevent  exceeding the weekly allowable 
dosage.     It is important to strive for maximum effective stack 
heights and use Sutton's elevated instantaneous point source 
formula.     "Ocean Breeze" formulae are for non-buoyant 
emissions but could be modified for elevated plumes.    Dis- 
persion coefficients appropriate for the effective elevation of 
the source should be determined m either case. 

3. Dispersion coefficients ha\ e been established for various 
atmospheric condi'ions and the '-anation with altitude delineated. 
However,   experimentation in this area should be accomplished 
to improve reliability  for long distance predictions where very 
toxic exhaust products are found.    Reliable dispersion co- 
efficients for elevations of several thousand feet will be required 
for large toxic engines. 
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4. The effective stack height must be determined from the relation 
specific to the emission type.    That is,   the recommended 
procedure for an explosion is to use the graphical relation 
between heaf release and cloud height.    A horizontal release 
will use the buoyancy formula,   and a vertical firing will use 
the buoyancy formula plus the jet penetration equation; the 
buoyancy equation was developed in this study.    The effective 
stack height can be augmented by flaring the fuel rich exhaust 
gases or even by adding additional fuel to the exhaust prior to 
flaring to provide a greater buoyancy to the gases. 

5, Inversion penetration has been discussed and is shown to be 
possible with large engines.     Where the high stability 
associated with an inversion results in low dispersion and high 
downwind concentrations;   piercing the inversion can result 
in the lowest downwind concentrations.    Experimental work with 
non toxic charges or fuel flaring should prove the reliability of 
inversion penetration.    Release and flaring of ordinary fuel 
could be used prior to a toxic test to prove that piercing can 
be accomplished for the particular test climate.    Large motors 
should be capable of piercing inversions,   and smaller motors 
may be augmented to do so. 

6.       Air  sampling stations in inhabited areas must be set up prior 
to and during test phases to monitor background concentrations 
and extent of contamination.    A few of the more obvious areas 
where these  stations  should be located are at the rocket test 
stand,   the support facilities,   guard houses,   nearby public 
highways,   and downwind communities.    Other air sampling 
stations both in-planf and out-plant will be evolved from the 
type of test facility system used and at the direction of 
cognizant health safety personnel. 

Based on the analysis of  meteorological phenomena,   a conceptual design 
may be prepared for specific toxic test systems. 
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ABSTRACTS 

The following abstracts of reports and books are presented in alphabetical 
order.    These documents cover meteorology,   toxicity,   and rocket technology 
applicable to this study. 

Barad,   M,   L. ,   Project Prairie Grass.,   A Field Program in Diffusion, 
GRD Research Note No.  59.  (July 1958) Astia No. AD 152572. 

A field program was designed to provide experimental data on the 
diffusion of a tracer gas over a range of 800 meters.    Seventy tests 
were conducted in which the gases were continuously emitted for 
ten-minute intervals.    The releases were made over flat Nebraska 
prairie under a variety of meteorological conditions during July and 
August of 1956.    Tabulations of the diffusion data and the meteorological 
data collected during the gas releases are also presented. 

Barad,   M, L,   and Haugen,   D. A. ,   "A Preliminary Evaluation of Sutton's 
Hypothesis for Diffusion from a Continuous Point Source, " Journal of 
Meteorology,   XVI,   No.   1,   (February 1959) 12-20. 

In Sutton s equation the observed concentration distribution is pre- 
dicted only if there are two values of n, a n,-, and a n . Statistical 
tests indicate that nv and nz are invariant with distance between 100 
and 800 meters of the source,   but that the values of n,. and n„ y ^ 
appropriate for these distances exceed the values within 100 meters 
of the source.    It is also shown that neither nv nor nz can be speci- 
fied by nw,   the value of n found from a power-law fit to the wind 
profile in the lowest 8 meters. 

These conclusions were obtained from data from Project Prairie 
Grass.    The values of h were 50 centimeters and 1. 5 meters over 
level countryside covered with grass of a height of about 5 centimeters. 
These conclusions probably do not present valid indications for 
macroscopic rocket tests where h is much greater than 1. 5 meters 
and where nv is approximately equal to nz. 

Beers,   Norman R, ,   ''Stack Meteorology and Atmospheric Disposal of 
Radioactive Waste, " Nucleonics,   IV,   No.  4,   (April 1949) 28-38. 

Discusses the problem of air cooling of piles since argon in air 
becomes radioactive with a half-life of 110 minutes.    Article covers 
Sutton :s equations for a continuous point source and gives the oil-fog 
smoke test method.    Concludes that for the high reactor stacks at 
Brookhaven there is no danger of radioactivity and indications are 
that this is true. 
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Best,  A,   C. ,   "Maximum Gas Concentration at Ground Level from 
.Industrial Chimneys   " Journal of the  institute of Fuel,  XXX,   (June 1957)  197. 

The maximum ground level  concentration of toxic effluent and the 
distance to the maximum depend upon the stack and meteorological 
characteristics.    Co* ers several formulae for computing stack 
height,   giving results of calculations and attempts to show that for 
rhe purpose of computing the maximum ground-level concentration 

the three are in reasonable agreement. 

Bosanquet,   C  H. ,   "The Rise of a Hot  Waste Gas Plume, "  Journal of the 
Institute of Fuel    XXX      June  1957) 3Z2. 

.it is assumed when a cloud of hot gas is rising,   the total heat 
content and total upward momentum are unaffected by dilution with 
air.    Also assumed that upward momentum increases at a rate 
proportional to the heat  content.    A set  ol equations for stack height 
is derived. 

Bosanquet,   Carey,   and Halton.   "Dust  Deposition from Chimney Stacks," 

Proc.  Jnst.   of Mech.  Engrs.     CLXIi    ,'1950,   i55. 

A general description of 'he interaction of stacks and diffusion is 
given.    Derives formulae for plume  rise and diffusion of dust with 
rates of deposition of dust.    Numerous nomographs are given to 
assist m working method, 

Lramer,   Record,   and Vaughan,    I he Study  of the  Diffusion of Gases or 
Aerosol s m the Lowe r Atmosphere,   Mass.   ins',   of  Technology,   Dept.   of 
Meteorology 'January   1959', Astia No-   ADZ1048Z. 

Diffusion measurements were taken at Round Hill,   Mass. ,   of a 
similar nature to Project Prairie Grass,     These experiments were 
for the determination of instantaneous diffusion of coefficients at 
ground level.    Emission times were ol  30   second and three-mmute 
intervals and are compared to concentration levels obtained at 10- 
mmute intervals.    Average concentrations were 2,5 and  1.5 times 
larger respectively than for iO-mmute periods. 

DeMarrais,   G.  A. ,   Workbook in Atmospheric Diffusion Calculations, 

U,  S,   Weather Bureau,   Idaho Fans,   Idaho,   (February 1959). 

This workbook was prepared as a practical supplement to Meteorology 
and Atomic Energy,     Included are the behavior of stack effluents,   the 
determination of   n   and the coefficients of diffusion,   the application 
of the basic equations,   and nomographic solutions of the equations. 
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Estoque,   M.   A, ,,   Venting of Hot Gases Through Temperature Inversions, 
GRD Research NoFe No.   3      December 1^58) Astia No.   AD 160756. 

The penetratior of temperature inversions in the lower atmosphere 
by plumes of hot air is investigated as part of a safety analysis in 
the nuclear aircraft program.     This program is studied with the aid 
of existing theoretical as well as experimental work.    A nomogram 
showing the  relationship between <he maximum height attained by a 
hot plume of a given heat  source inter.sitv and the temperature 

gradient of the env: ror.'fncr.t is presented. 

Gifford,   F.   A.   Jr. ,   The  Problem of Forecasting Dispersion in the Lower 
Atmosphere,   Weather Bureau Rfsearch Station    Oak Ridge..   Tennessee 

(July T%T)7 

As the nuclear poAor industry develops    weather forecasters will 
be called on more  and more to make estimates of dispersion from 
isolated sources in the   lower atmosphere.    The various equations 
and parameter values needed for this purpose are  given.     The 
generalized Gaussian plume model is presented in some detail, 
and diffusion, parameters based or   recent observational and 
theoretical studies a^e discussed, 

Glasstone    S,     The EilVct-, oi Nucje.ar Weapons,   Published by USAEC 

Washington.   D, C. ,   'April 1962 . 

The subiects  covered are the general principles and descriptions 
of nuclear explosions    bisst effects    the effects on personnel,   and 
principles of protection.     Tabular  data  of interest included 
descriptions of an'-ounced nuclear detonations in vvhich the name o^ 
the shot,   date and time of ignition,   location,,   height and type of 
burst,   yi-r;ld    and the altitude of the cloud top,   cloud base,   and 

tropopause, 

Green,   H,   L,     and Lane    W.   R. .   Pa rticulate Clouds: Dusts,   Smokes,   and 
Mists,   D.   Van Nostrand    London.    [19^-. 

The process by which dust is passed into the lungs or trapped by 
the cilia and other parts of the  respiratory tract is covered.   A 
curve for deposition in. the iung of particles of unit density is presented. 
The maximum rate of deposition is for one micron diameter particles 
and over 12 microns the  ra^e is rn. 

Greenfield,   Harvey,   Theoretica. Derivations and Nomographic Methods for 
Sutton's Diffusion Equations,   Research Directorate    Dugway Proving Ground, 
Dugwav,   Utah    ^September 10,   .956; Astra No, AD 113307. 
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A survey is made ofchfluson equations    including hypotheses 
underlying derivations and iimHs to applicability.    Nomograms are 
derived,   and their use is demons! rated for Sutton s diffusion 
equations.     The use of nomog rams is shown to simplify and expedite 
diffusion calculations.    Six computed nomograms are included with 

derivations and demonstrations of their use. 

Hangen    D,  A.,   Barad,   M.   L.     and Antanaitis,   P.,   "Values of Parameters 
Appearing in Sutton s Diffusion Modeis. " Journa, of Meteorology,   XVIil, 
No,   5    •June  196 1.   568- 37Z. '""_' 

Statistical  summaries are presented ol computed values of para- 
meters appearing m d modification of Sutton s diffusion equations. 
Experimental da'a used for  the c omputations are those obtained 
during Project  Frame Grass at O'Men.    Nebraska    and'hose obtained 
at Round Hill    Massachusetts.    Stratification ol the parameters ny 
and nz according to stability ciass revea.s sys'ematic  variations of 
ciass  median values of n.   and n    with stability class and a large range 
of n,. and nz within any gi\ en stability c.ass.     No difference in the 
results was found between the two sets oi experiments for these para- 
meter s. 

The parameter  C    has a mean value of about  0, 4 for the Prairie 
Grass experiments and about 0.9 tor the Round Hn) experiments.    No 
relationship between Gv and stabni'y was found for the Prairie Grass 
experiments,   but a correlation coefficient of 0. 11 between Cy and 
stability ratio was found lor the Round Mill experiments. 

The parameter  Cz,   i omput ed oiny lor the Prairie Grass experiments, 
has a mean value of about  0.0 7 and is independent of stability for those 
experiment s pe rmitting a slat isn cal i\ - stable estimate of Cz. 

Hawkins,   J.   E,   and Nonhebel     (j,     "C himneys and the Dispersal of Smoke, '' 
Journal  of the  institute of Euei,   XX VT.     'November  195 5')  178. 

The authors d:i.stuss effects of disturbance of a plume by passage of 
wind pas'  the emitting chimney.     The smoke is drawn down to ground 
level by trailing vortices,    A plot of emission velocity vs.   wind speed 
at which downwash wnl not occur is given.    Contains discussion of 
Oak Ridge     rhombs    and Bosanquet  formulae. 

Hill,   Thomas    and Abersold,   "Dispersion of Gases from Tall Stacks, " 
Industrial and Engineering Chemist ry    XL!     M0,   11      November  1959) 
2409^ 

The Fhenretical equations of Bosanquet and Pearson and Sutton for 
'he dispers on of smoke fr^m f'ctorv chtmnevs hive been solved in 
'erms of  the mnvent ona!  HIT'S n<  the smelting industry      The 
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theoretical curves and confirming data jilustrate  forcefully 
the beneficial effects of the use of tail stacks in dispersing air 
contaminants from factories      ir creases iv stack temperature increase 
effective stack her.ght and improve dispersion. 

Launch Siting Criteria lor High  Thrust Vehicles,   Aeronutronic Division, 
Ford Motor Company.   Technical Report No.   ÜToSrllS,   (March 31,   1961). 

Launch hazards are described >vhich include acoustical,   explosion, 
and tox;city hazards      P.ockrt engine »-oise a' d its propagation and 
effects at various sourd power le   f is are  cove-ed.     Propellant 
explosions are described along with the   "-esulting fragmentation and 
overpressure a^d a table of distances    oased o" available data,   is 
denvrd.     in the toxicit/ hazard section    the diffusion of poisonous 
piopellants ir the atmosphere ".s prt.-sc-nr.ed based on Button's equations. 

Magill    Holder,   and Ackley,   AJ :  Pollutior Handbook,   McGraw-Hill,   New 
York • 1956). '  "  

Presented are various facets of poLutior.,     The section on calculation 
of concentration of pollutants gi   =s the -a nation in the generalized 
eddy-diffusion  coefiicje*'ts  ^'ith height ard .vi(h lapse rate.    The 
statement is madf that 5u,fü^  s   -alues for maximum concentration 
from a source  are order of mag'.tude   correct. 

Meteorologv and Atomic E-err,     AECU3066,   Publ: shed by USAEC, 
Washington    D,   C,       July i955;, 

This is considered to be ore of thr:  b-is". volumes or meteorology 
as  applied to poiiutior by air-borr.e   vasfes,   especially radioactive. 
Presented are outlines 01 diffusion theories,   bsh&vior of stack 
effiue,-1s and explosio1" debris cioad;    fall-out,,   wash-out,   and rain- 
out from air-borne clouds    ard  radioactive -loud dosage calculations. 
Also covered are graphical solutions to atmospheric diffusion 
problems    reacto~ hazard analyses    -i" d a selection of recommended 
equatior.s    paramete'S.   and conversior factors. 

Moses,   H,   and Strom    G,   H.      nA Compa nsur  ot Observed Plume Rises 
with Values Obtained from Weil-Krowr  Formulas, " Journal of the APCA, 
XI,   No.   10,    October  I96i} 455-66. ' 

Actual observations were made 01 over one hundred different smoke 
runs,   and the measured values of   stack height were compared with 
calculated ores from six sources:    I    Holland 'Oak Ridge),   (2) Bryant 
and Davidson     ^'Sutton,   '4   Sco-e-      5   Bosanquet,   Carey,   and 
Halto'     and   6   Bosavquet.    Co- ciuded that -o one formula is out- 
standing in, all respects    and the naUire of the problem would influence 
the selection of the one usnd. 
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Priestley,   CH.B. ,   'A  Working   theory ol the Bent-Over Plume of Hot 

das, " Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society,   KXXXII, 

1956'. T65"-"76"          '        '     

An ascending plume of ho;  gas is imtia,;)  diffused by the turbulence 

which is induced by its own motion and ^ater,   but before all upward 

motion and buoyanc\  arc  lost,   by the natural turbulence of the 

environment      A wuiking souition is  presented for the first phase in 

terms of spread.n^ coefficient    (J   and for th ■ second in terms of a 

mixMiL:   rale   K .   and ,t is  shown thai  -'he transition from one phase to 

the other shou.cl be quite well marked 

Robinson.   E   ,   Khcromet eoroiog'-t a: and Diffusion Study for High Energy 

Test Facihtv,   Stanford Research   nstitute Proeject \:o.   SLr-1964, 

Contract  N'o    AF 04 oil  - Z 31-V   'Augus!   30,   1957, 

Detailed s'udies wert   made of the air poiiul:on problem posed b^ 

a planned high cnerg\ lest faculty at  Edwards Air Force Base. 

Both theoretical and expenm enia, phases of the problem were 

included m this  s'ud\       An experimental field program was carried 

out for  tht  determination of dillus uti coefficients and stability 

parameters at Edwards AFB 

Scorer.   R,.   S, ,   "P.umes from   I,..I (drimneys," Weather,   X,   'April,   1955) 

106-109 ' ~~ 

A general discussion ol the problem       I he conclusions are that the 

gaseous products of combustion are omy harmful when they are at 

the ground       ['he objecti1 e should he     therefore,   to get them as 

high into the air as poss:b,e h\  means of a few tall wide chimneys 

and ha' e a certain amount  of buoyam \        f he solid particles have a 

harmful  effect at  a.,  icxeis,   and it is the remo\al of these that  should 

ciaim the engineer's attention 

Spurr,   G,     "The; Pen  tration of A'mosphent   .mersions by Hot Plumes," 

Journal  of Meleoroiogy,  X-        February  1959    30-37 

The article covers a derivation of the magnitude of heat sources to 

penetrate inversions.    Equal.on for height is a function of lapse 

rate and heat  reiease rate      Preducts that the worst inversion on 

record can be penetrated b\  a pow-ei   plant  of 100 megawatts. 

Stern,   A„   C .   Air Po. lution,   Academu   Press,   New  York 11962',, 

■ o 1 ume   1 , 

This book covers air pollution and its dispersion,   the effects 

of air poilution,   measuring and monitoring air pollution,    A 
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discussion of stack height formulae and dispersion formulae is 
very thoroughly covered.    The effects of air pollution on humans 
and animals are also presented. 

Stokinger,   H.   E. ,   "Air Pollution and the Particle Size - Toxicity Problem, " 
Nucleonics Magazine,   (December  1949) 

Included is a general discussionof natural air pollution such as 
dust storms,   and then man-made pollution,   which is divided into 
two types:    (1) community contamination,   such as smog,   and (2) 
those occurring within the plant itself.     The toxic substances 
covered are: sulfur dioxide,   fluorine,   and dusts of beryllium 
compounds.    The methods of investigation for finding beryllium 
air contamination are given.     The effect of hydrogen fluoride on 
beryllium poisoning is presented.    The toxic effects of beryllium 
sulfate mist were found to have been doubled by the addition of 
concentrations of hydrogen fluoride.     The same concentration of 
hydrogen fluoride was absolutely without effect in the control animals 
when inhaled alone. 

Sutton,   O.   G. ,   "Dispersion of Hot Gases in the Atmosphere, " Journal of 
Meteorology,   VII,   No.   5 (October  1950)  307-312. 

The problem of the disposition of a stream of hot gas from a 
point is considered.     It is shown that a plausible assumption 
concerning the mechanism of entrainment of air by the jet leads 
to simple expressions for the mean temperature and mean velocity 
of a jet of hot air rising in a calm atmosphere of uniform potential 
temperature.    The theoretical expressions are shown to agree with 
the laboratory measurements of Schmidt,   and it is found that the 
coefficient of diffusion for these conditions is of the same order of 
magnitude as that which is derived from the large-scale spreading of 
cold smoke in the atmosphere.    Finally,   an approximate solution is 
given for the shape of the plume from a hot source in a horizontal 
wind; and it is demonstrated that the reduction of maximum concen- 
tration at ground level,   caused by adding heat to the effluent from a 
stack,   is directly proportional to the strength of the heat source and 
inversely proportional to the height of the chimney and the cube of 
the horizontal wind speed. 

Thring,   M.   W. ,     Air Pollution , Butterworth's Scientific Publications, 
London (1957) 

The chapter on the "Flow of Chimney Gases" is by C.H. B.   Bosanquet. 
He derives the stack height formula covered in the text above. 
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Toxic Hazards of Rocket Propeliants,   Aeronulromc Division,   Ford Motor 
Company,   Technical Report No.   U   108:99 ^November 30,   I960) Astia 
No.  AD253236. 

This report discusses the general  subject of toxicity and the 
method for obtaining and the philosophy for establishing the 
maximum, allowable concentration I'MACK     Eighteen liquid 
rocket propeliants in particular are discussed along with their 
toxic hazards and operating procedures now used to minimize 
the dangers of each to personnel.    Atmospheric diffusion was 
covered with Sutton s equation and modifications thereof used. 
Conditions of fallout and rainout with ground deposition and 
integrated concentrations are included.    The sources are 
classified as continuous point     line    and volume sources.    The 
special hazards of total instantaneous washout as caused by a 
rain storm,   and fumigation as caused by a temperature inversion 
are included with typical dispersion problems. 

Turbulent Diffusion in the Atmosphere,   Technical Note No.   24,   World 
Meteorological Organization,   WMO.   No,   77,   TP-31,   Geneva,   Switzerland, 

(1958) 

The early theories of Taylor,   Schmidt    and Richardson as well as 
Sutton are included and Sutton's equations are given.    The diffusion 
from a stack source with formulae for stack height and maximum 
ground level concentration is given. 

The Use of Effective Stack Height for Dispersal of  I oxic Rocket Exhaust 
Gases,   Marquardt Corporation,   Report FE-223-2,   Contract No. 
AF 04(6ll)-4304 (April 20,   1961. 

The feasibility and safety of atmospheric dispersal of rocket 
exhaust gases at Edwards AFB are studied.    Conclusions are that 
under suitable conditions large quantities of toxic gases can be 
safely discharged directly into the atmosphere,    "ncluded in the 
study are rockets in the 50, 000 to 800, 000 lb,   thrust range,   using 
fluorine and chlorine tnfluonde oxidizers and hydrogen and 
hydrazine fuels.    Stack height is shown to be the most important 
single parameter influencing the safe dispersal of the gases m the 
atmosphere. 
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APPENDICES 

The meteorological aspects of toxic rocket testing have been investigated, 
and the areas requiring further mathematical analysis have been covered. 
The synthesizing of an equation relating stack height,   stability constant (n), 
wind velocity,   and diffusion coefficient has been done to facilitate the de- 
velopment of an equation for buoyant plume rise.    They will be found in 
calculation sets A and B.    The momentum rise of a stack emission was 
developed empirically by wind tunnel testing and related to the system of 
units used in this report in calculation set C.    Dimensional analysis was 
used to develop a new equation for the momentum and buoyancy rise of a 
plume,   and is presented in set D. 

The degree to which errors in parameter measurement cause the calculated 
functions of error theory to functions of several variables in   set E.    A 
comparison of ground level concentration versus distance for gaseous and 
particulate emissions is done in set F- 
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EQUATION FOR OBTAINING VALUES OF C 

Since the basic derived equation for plume rise due to buoyancy includes 
values of "C",   an equation is required which is based on some value of   h 
to solve for "C".    This is due to the included mass of a cloud increasing 
because of diffusion effects.    Using the extended values of "C" plotted in 
the "Meteorology and Atomic Energy" nomogram as functions of h,   n and 
Ü,   an equation was derived which included these values plus a constant. 
An alternate solution would have been to solve the plume rise equation 
for various heights and selecting values of "C" by successive approxi- 
mations until close fit values are obtained for each calculation»    The 
equation of the nomogram was solved assuming the curves were plotted on 
an equation of the type: 

y        --       ex*   x^   X30 

where    y z "C"       Diffusion coefficient 

C - Constant 

X1 - h Plume height 

Xs -• n   =     Lapse 

X3 - ü   -    Mean wind velocity 

Values for "C" were obtained from the nomogram for various h,   n and u 
values and the basic equation solved algebraically to yield "C"= (3. 67 x 
10     ] (h"1'47    ) (n-3-11   ) (ü",ls9 ) With arbitrarily chosen values of n 
and ü,   the plume  rise can now be expressed as a function of the heat 
released.    A check of the equation versus nomogram derived values of "C 
showed very good agreement;.    However,   due caution must be exercised in 
the use of this equation; it is doubtful if values obtained at h<10 meters or 
h > 1000 meters will be of sufficient accuracy to justify the use of the equa- 
tion under these conditions. 
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it u      UJ^2.ISSMO. hlVi-i.issmy h      cjkj 

jl Q™ 7 ' ^ 
CZO} 

1^ = 2^/   Lih/MEirK3    Ar SEA  i-GUEL.       W IS IN Iß-^ETE^S 

r//£££P6ßJ=   ßUWANC/  /zOUAVM fW /SaCÖMO   R.ELBASB Of PLVMt ll\ 

- zj/Yx/o'^^ysyJl-i.isrxrfßYi-i.zssx/öy       / 'z V^7 

^/ /-2, 255"//O^/^ ^^^^ Jk 
MM 

L{/l£(c 
'S 

+ 2<Myi.l77AI0Ujfr[\-i,uZxil*hj /lb   In2"^   Jilc/l 

di) 
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\ÜAHIEL. MAHH, JOHHSONj MEHDEHHALl 
l JOB NO. SHEET NO./? 7' 

DESIGNED BY ujus/q DATE                                         : 

APPROVED  1 

£XpANOiN&      ßJA/ÖM!ALS      70      F6U/S.    TBfrWS   £ r^Q"MN^ 

Z/3 (SL 
</,$- 

U 2,ylX ~~£i5trl XIO i. 
-5-j, V/2ö<i 

5 /   £>,2-6Cn       n~) 
- VC25^ (3»2jr9(z. -z ^2, 2 si-//o J   h oil, y 

II, 
~2JWXlö   -l.yWh'tll^Xiö 

- s _5~\ i V^öC 

f (' ^7S9JtlL7£ti7ll-SSX/ö )   k 
'J 

- (-wsvY-s*yftf-Lywy?.iss-xiay L6'2Q /^^2.z^J.^y 
6   ■ 

•t 2,6^ X 6,777//O 

V-2iZy 

fi- 
^A 

4-  ^ 2 £^ /^'_z ^ (i/ ^i-^/Q fi; 

iNra&fwriNS   7>/^   ^/«ir   77/75* 

-^'/, ^'^ Xi, 

V/r 
^ H ^z, = _ 5,^/ ^/fl 

y< 20c 

0 2, VV 2. 

U 

IXk.'LoC) ^ 4 A 7,-10G N
/ J 

/              ;V              .V                    -5,} 2 / 4,20^  /           N,              x, y „Aj/V'14'- 

1.x £>• '£o£^  _ _, V^ ^-— ^ x'-^rXäi"   / 

i'l 
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r DAH/EL. MANU JOHHSOH^ MEHOEMALL 
JOB  NO. 

DEQ10NED BY     \/J VJ [>* PATE 

APPROVED 

SHEET No.p 3 

^^_- 

/NfEGRAT/m    THE    t>ECOVP   T/ME 

U 2.V/2 

n,._   ■ -SM y S,10(~ 

; H. 20i.AS.2$:*        4f1b(> K'L.20(Z 

- q / 6,1 o«. 

+ 
-Sp/^20u 

^ ; ^, iöC -S-)2 , 7,-2-0^ 

i 

6-, 2^?^   /7,  20 4 

^ ?Ty /V,_2 5^)61£$2. i sT/ily / '1^ y, yjyfjm^us^äkL25^^ 
Y/ ?,iö4 

^ -206   /T i / <?, ^ö& 

■2.x   4, 20G   y 2 A-   ^TLOI 

y , S.we. 

ZK  6,206   A  6     ^^-204 

~^\s I lor^c 

+ [^ISHIS, ijijinsitl' ? srr/ 
-^r ,e.xo 

^ ^ 7- 2 O 4 

^ 

u S.^°    '        ^2-C^ 
HS^U.i^rx/o jh s\ 9,10* 

-s\'1i lo.Z0^   /       _ v_    .v      _,v. . _  -ii^W0^ 

+  2, L H X (*. 777X10 \Jl           ..   ^2SkL^2S£AI0jh 

f 
J\J i7>i?4) 
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DAHIEL, MAHN. JOHHSÖH.& MEtiDENMLL 
SHEET No. 

DEaiONED BV        -^J UjL^ A 

. ^imtaa.mj.iiLLjmj u JIULJUJU BaggBg iroffi» 

DATE 

APPROVEO 

REDUCING     TEZWS .' 

2-^3 ^A   _ -5, 56=7 X^   h \ 0.2373   - AÖVVx/O/, t^77^ ^ -8.2^10 /: >     j   * 

/7.1 

- l,79ö x/0  /? ^.0V567 -0-3^7^10   Pit/./^^^10 (1 -/7,:>/Y/ü   '; 

^s\-i .-OiH 
+ 0^^I6X'Ö  /i    ~ 2,7^2. *'o h' +-5,3*1x10   h   -/z.^xiök 

- 2C; b 
f/.V^ Yio'0^   ~l-*,llXlo'V f y2,S?v/ö  /^ - 65,5?^'"o"^ 

.^i V-IO«. '■'I'fii.Oto " -> / -/Jl  <i —lit   ■>/ 
+ 17,3'? X)0  h       'jCoyw^-CHWlxio  1A f 1,090x10 ^i -l.tlUtt h 

U 

I'V ,„.<,-j*iy 

H.* 
ül^_ r   /07 ^a0Git2W5^-/2./ö^ö ^   +22,V?^   / 

- /ö / z 
/ 

Ü i.V)2 
0/- 

.^y 2 -^r, 3 
-O* S'^r  t cmiLxi^h   +2,yS2Alt  h * +277, V^O h 

m^m™^ ,-^sHii^k\%ici,V*k ^ 

v^ r -ST, 7 "' / 
/; +2.Y-6Z//Ö /i 

yo, 2 

i; 
2 . V/2, 

-JC,."} 
4- X7^^ ^/ü^ /]3-+ ^O,9//ö ^^ - y^/./zo "VZ+^/ivo /!ö| 

uo 



miEL. /VMM JOHHSOH& MEIiDEtlHALL 
JOB NO. SHEET NO S/o 
DESIGNED BY      U/JA^A DATE 

APPROVED 

EVAUUAT1ÖK    ^F    TEim      i * U7A .ra::lQ-Xl^h Jt2H$'Zm ^ 

■hiyf.H- XIO^V +}?S,9 Ki*^^~t*SH^l*+K7ui(>i0^\ 

VJHEUE      k  ~     10   METERS 

r U^3-Ö,OOl2   + o. c^oooo^ ^   A^32 

WHEtä h        /ö6      HETEiej 

//4S3  - öiOrz   -fOrüQöO^.      ■=       /6ZJ 

VJHEUE k    =:    /ÖÖO   KETE/^S 

a   j     /.LK ~ Cj\Zt   + Ö.C>02,S +0,QöC2aiz.   I.ZIH- ( 

WHSAE       1^     -     /^ ßOO  MfiTEK^ 

7,^33 - l-ZIS   -t O.Z+BZ •{•O,279i-+ö.0Z&G-O.OI8S--i-O.ÖOflL 

-   ^967 

SOLV/M^r      FOR.     h: 

IO
7
 u2^11 

^5, IOG o. 6^ 
0,OS23 &h 

]\ u O.H-^'i I F IOC* i^) 

(   ?    FOR   ' VARIOUS    H£l6/-)rS 

/^5Z{ =     /, 0^ 

.a:i0'',W?= /.Ö97 I0O METERS 

/COO MeTE/15 

/c>oco PETERS    \0.9^7 = ^)993^ 
R   TWO   si^MintTANr  Fi^'jp.g   roil Fi.'.'nr ^!5: Ui, ü r   F 
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DANIEL. MA Uli. JOh HS öl & Ml: l-IOL :I\<HALL 
i 

| 

;HEET NO./. // 

OEßlONEO ÖV     VJ'JJ /\        i DATE 

APPROVED 

THBRZröfcE     MAXIMUM    CONTlHuöDS     pölHT   SOURCE     pLühG 
RISE;       Tö      TW'O      SlhNIriCAttr     pi&Uk'ZS       ftCCöWitZ : 

O/S^H 

(2-3; 
(y 

ASSUMING       80%     ^T^/C/fT/VCX      Z)^   ZT)    rW&UL£ÜC£ 
CA US£0    ß Y ///6/'/ EM T VEl ö C/ TY ANO   IRRE VEß S/ßJ L17'/ 
O ZTi- BECAUSE     OF    WS/.'    EXJT    TEKPERAfV/lE    77YE 

ö.S&H 
'■ik_ OR 

CfQGif 

FO/i      LAPSE   RAI-B: 

FÖR      /; _    CIO 

r\ •=    0,1 iT 

OF    £2     VAP.JE5   50PJB'/Jf/AT 
V, (-, 

ti = k QL, ^'to = Qi, 
i/-i£. h~k   Qu i^c  Ä ^ ö. S7^ 

V. 3 / 
h    ~ k   öj   zr^L    ~ o, 

./,ÖC< 0,7u 

TO      AßJUlT    77-/E      FOfiPVJLP      rOp     ÖTZ/PP    UWE 
RATE?       T//B f>öWE'/l   OF   Gi   AppßbXIMAF:: 
Cz-ny-z   ) WHICH  is   COMPARED   win/ fißöye: PöUJEX 

c )F 

-L-.is.iy'- *•     - 

W//EA£     J1 - Ä 2 0      " öTöilT Cu9o 

S),-pr, /cz/S 

o, ' «J ^ 

/-i ■ /f.  ü 



JMMLJ^^ 
.<OD NO. 

DEBlaNED BY  UJ lV) /-\ 

SHEET NO./ /"} 

DATE 

«i APPROVED 

77/£"   PLUME    RISE      F-öHMÜLF\    FOfi-    C&N17NU0UI 
FO/A/T       SOURCE        rs/£/V     771'<£S    TVE   FORn- 

/. _   OtbWiUt, rl 

2di 

MHERE     h-z BUCrAN Of   RIYE 
PUE   TO r£AT FOR 
EW-.U'T V/ITH MbLB 

TO    THAT Pßß /yR 

*    RATE (ßJU/tZC) 

0 - hZAN w/m 
\y£i6Crrf   TO 
HBX-jrr OF P-JiE 
(FIETEPJ/SPC) 



\DAHltl. MA:Ui jOfH\'SOti.& Mth'DtÜHAL L 
!,/'>'•,    ; '        ■ ■      ,''"■'"     /y-1   /';."   "'.' / JOB   NO.    -'',    C  )   "  /   " / SHEET Ko. r-/ 
 ^< 1 1-  .-. ..      /   •  ,    ..      ...  ,',y.,-             ' >•         / DiiaiONKD BY   l/f/rt. D/.Ttt 

—1 A','            ■'■■       ■      ,     /,/ APPROVED 

:      '/yrv^y^      /C^/Y'-Ji     C '■'"    S'jrr    /J./j 1 T"/\>''r-t ■w 

1 ^^        ^"/; /v l^ 

\'j   -   0#JFines   /)//>//1 11'/i 

fj Av?'-5'   D/^'i.r-y  tfr jir //;^   rfr   yl/>y/   £?*srAs-><?r>i 
MA Sir     0/:/Jj/r/   u^f     />,'./     Srxt/is 

V;      --    ^c^//-/   ^/r   y^r  /?r   l/4 

Vj   -    'z'/A-.TV/■/  Or /v-.v.'/  -Srpt/iAi  /Qt/z. 

(JR.      O'tJi'tVW*      7s      d^SfS/JJ/    /JfS'    /"/^ft'ß/Zr'Wö-Y   U/s/r* s, 

1.es 
f k V'   „   ^f/   /-j^r Ufr^w ] ^ 

r, 
^7/ •- /^/^    ^;^ ^ß^-A 

7 ^ /> 

 A 

Urr^z     VcLt. > rfl. 
A I !fJ}/l\lM^Ji'1: 

VJ*p£ 

Hi'/'tt: 
1 

MS JI. \ 1 /,c-o i. 's: 
jA     /A/ 

-1 /' /' ■' 

h  - [(2.<r/)fZ2«)(^X/oö)]  ' Mcrty-s 

,'7    / ') S 

h "'   JZO /A 7L-A'>   /? r    /■:./,'.:' //.' 7£/<s 



\!)PMIEL   MAlill JOHHSOil* MEHOtHHALl. 

' ■:> //./ 

r       ■ 1 

0.6JC 

s ^■c--. 

1 h 

JOB  NO. 

DESIGNED BY   l/i/£l 

APfROVEO 

SHCET NO.   O 

DATS 

H 9^-r ///-? t   " ^^ '■/Ö iPc'/'-''' /"%rret ?/ 

n [[2y^yc^r^^)~] 
1   -, 0,601 

ö,CoC 

h'^L^Jl 
l  ~   V^J" A-fsrws 

/ / f- i^^ V<j?/iL    ' yo-* ' ■'■ 

/J.   /)>r    Jti 

V.    .v/^ / 
r r  

fa/'<">,     ■fro'"      jZ/tysstifafsf*   ^y    7^? c    re//f?rr-j ^y 

pirfS'isJ       färpc, cJ/eu/ar/y     %    /?/,    /?/ f S/^^h   '   #V 

JTJM^J    h.     £s/Ja*JiliH      4    faier*     f.    /f^^-V,   /A/hC,/?:    /Sr/,.Abtr  Id/f 



Urttl. JOrititOii, A Aich'OEtifiALL 
JOli NO     -'..    Of I. h-l 

P DESIONEQ OV      LS.    J C-A, DATE 

r «Mriii IWWWWIMHTB rim f ttn mr* wn 
! APVHC 

/ ^-<CA 
,7   / 

? 0 

,;-' 
i*c      <_ .--'p-^t^—k-^ov-i^rv^J 

O/^JZ, 

Ci-J-C     o    ]        0C^ v^J- v-^i-' ^l-^-'?''^ 
./ 

C^-^-^s £> 

r^ 

7^ 

/' 

.•it-^- 

■ /:.y^C-3 

7 ^ ,'•'      /; L'-'Y-"''"-^- L- z^- -..,:C 

^*s,,.<*A. <:~-r-'-y 
lX-^~c'{ 

'/- 
-1,-' ,^ I sU ■>',-'-'-■ -. 

..X7'-l '0      .Z-  ■-v' 
,•■" y 

.',^^ 

.. / 

--0 y~      s' u 

^...^ j^f:-- *- 

.    . -•>■■>' ^. t ■ ,<^-\, 

U---*- A 'X^'Lt 

■ .<.':. 

1     „/- 

S^^i-u^jl^ 
"-<-'■.. crC-^>3       /.o 

■;•'   /-7 

^- A-" 

yO-t^r-vA. »;:-.  l.. '.^'■^t.''>L..<; 

y 

/ 
f 

Jr..   .        ■ 

7. • ;-,-'. .-t'cv-' yw W   i 

H 



OAtliEL. MAr'tl.. JCHriSO.l^ /AEHOEHMLL 
JOD No. 

OESIONED  BY US 
SHEET NO. j)'2rf 

APPROVE» 

--T ^J £JL 

r <J< v / c/ P     W 
\ 

1 
1 

; 

i^-^/^-^JL : 

/" ^'■_^u—^-(^ t-' ■■-;.. -t^->-^^i^C«---t>-i^ L-L^^yU^ 

ö SH: 

i 

/IT 

r 
r 1 LV vi 

c p 

,^. 

i--v-^</~uavv~-v-j>-v^/ /i.Ä/uL' fc'j'   c-^-o-u-tA 

/ ijS,     ,Z--^~-','-<A> UL 

6r y^^wnXiivCvov«-    6^^ -^^ tw^f 

L 

M 

r 

r 
_a 

z. 
H 
L 

e 
a 

Jr. 

r      i 
JL 

M & 

1 

L 

l>^Jt 



"OAH/EL MAHN, JOHHSOHj MENDEMALL 
JOB NO. SHEET NO.  U~^ 

DC8I0NED OY D5 DATE 

APPROVEP 

fl-v. (j; paA^v-w^Sv j/ .J^tr^^yCi^vru^/ ■^ 

M A/ Cr>j-ij2--i^vt^vw   i   A      ^rt^J 
M L 
r 

Y    OQ^t^K>i''C^y    i    J j f** . M. 

■^e /4 

/ 

<L^cn^^ypL--uAj-^.     t-. 

'ri^ö-g^ ^/*     i+Sh^U-rpyi.X. 

-^^Ccv-w^—'      Ä^v-i-^. ^- '     X       '<^--U^r^y^~l^Cs(1±0, ■   T^ t^ 5 

^ i^ -    ^ L        -^     Zi   ^ 
tV-1 

Z)^,- /      ^cW^C^^' 

K) 
o 

?tZu^~  LA    ob*y<i-*yif^Ptj2~j*   yi^L^-^ 

'l**tO^A^-Cins*tAAs     (A^ 

/yA^C^C^L CyO^Q^ 

'J 

9 
Oy&^O    ' -'>'. ■^v%^ 

h    r    F t    - O 
/ 

^'i-ö-iy-c, ■cLo^C^    s'Uu/\^        u^Vv^/ «A 

1Z8 



DANIEL, MANH. JOHNSON, & MENDENHAU 
JOB NO.  j SHEET HO. /j^-/ 

DESIGNED BY D5 
APPROVED 

DATE 

r -    K  (   V,      d      ^    ya     j>        U J 

M I 

A 

p 
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MHIEL. MAHN, JOHNSONS MENDENHALL 
JOD  NO. SHEET HO-i/"- 

1 -^ DC6IONED BY ^5 DATE 

APPROVED 

. / ~s,^JU^-   tj~i*^yL***zr-\> Us    C—o^-^^ aJU^o    y$-*~  ^^J^u^cU^ ao-s 

%--   ei'1   V/Z    f2'^ 

%- cih v/1 n * 
%:    dK'     V/      j1 F 

T^ '^-e- ,fa-~42-*~~3 - ^^to^- 
/5 

C^^~ s<^   xJlÄ    y<yo    C^yt 

U. '•^tXjC        //      ^-W^vw^^-crv ■y-ix^v^ -A 

r 
7r c 

7/ 
yU 

I 
-/ 

T2- 

,ri 
M   ^7  ^ ^    ^ 

v v r O r2- 

^Kä- -jxjL^tAS-A  '^W-^^A^,   y>^-   lA^u/Uji-y^  ' 

>.. /     r^      .    ^       ; T 
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milL MAHN, J0HHS01& MEHDEmLL 
Jon NO. 

DESIGNED OY ^5 
APPROVED 

SHEET NO.  D ■ 

DATE 

o 

F 
V 
a 

5 - 
) 

l h ?       V< 
2. 

A cl 

U. •i-o 

F = Je y1 ys' f /v.)V^^f)V^1 
-/ 

L^iLu^Jl'        -' AX      C^t,^^. ~^s: 
.  cl  ^  / 

i-r?- 

>' 

/ /ir, ^Acy        .rr 

^ ^v-v^2^u^   : 

r X" -^Vs     1     Dyno-^/c     prsfSS^rc   or 5^ 7 ^ 
C.£c t-vl 

d "Ys ? 
Kzy ir oLcfS    Nu h* b e r1     Of    % f'f tä- ^ 

ys              er      j   i     hf     t        ^Mrljh   Force 

~, -     /toucies    I)a^nher '■- p  
^ & Grt^ify   hone 

^T^^^-*vVu_    LäT M  AS* 

b Y 
-<L_ 

Hi^^V^'l * l    -4^}    Cx^^A  ^JA      y^fCi^^ytic, 
i   7"" 

'    / 
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DAN/EL. MAHN, JOHHSOHj MEHDEMALL 

r 

JOB  NO. 

DCSIONEO BY ^_ 

SHEET NO./)' 7 

DATE 

APPROVED 

a 
F 

J 

R 

Sf^CK 
^1 i 

rr 

F--   - I 

^j-v^^f y j^csCPl'   <■'   GP- a-v^-i V^-w^ 

J     L U3 ■^A^^eu^J. 

-r C^-CAL     <> ,{   'V:-^    iM. . 

L-Ot 
V- ~   c/t  ~ 

\a,.. 
J y 
*''>•- ■j ^ i y, 

■T 

r 

Vs 
cl '--^ 

"dt 

-h      hA 

Av; 

dt 

c/t 
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OAVIEL, MAHN, JOHHSOH,& MEHDENHALL 
1    f JOB NO. SHEET NO.   1)' C 
■    ' 

DtSlONEO BY t>S DATE 

APPROVED 

■■■"^ 

F - - 

t^o^   d   i      YS      tO     ,  ;  
0 c/t 

rl H   d^ 

o*~**—p (    £>4, 

r/r1- 
Wn   Oj, r 

i^r^-Z-r-JL 

■I 
T Q.C^Cj^^^^Ü^ry^^      O'^LJL      K5     g/>^V^4 

C/t 

^ '//-/ ^ tvi 

./r^ 
^ 

f - 

Y 

5^1 Ä rr 7^^ U3->v^. A^L 

dh 

IT 

\** 

clZ 
(~ F ~ ^) dt 

dhl: Jt 

AU 
Us\ 

-/ 

&x 
M A 

c\ 

to   o 

I 
si 

^ ■  V   clT 

J\JL.(\Jr^<r^- 

i^)--  <( KV 
^z 

i 

^^v<ru^/'fi>-<^^--^ ^ U^Xp- T ■V-ii—«-«r.. 

r 
ZI Ä       y^ 

w^ 
^■■-i f' t .    Jt 

9     K 

^ ^^Qi^r±£tj*~*    JJ-b^yK,    /tu*,c\. 

AV 
M 

tvi 
O/M K 

r, 
r/r 

^ CFr/ - -f /   ^ 
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DAtllEL. MAM, J0HHS01& MEtiüENHALL 

DESIOfJED  BY b 5 
APPROVED 

SHEET HO.])- / 

DATE 

/    ^^ 

AU        M 
r 

T 
2, 

(L 

A\ h 
t 

2, 

Al 

'<-'-c^,    "^   .■■%-ö-C 

V-^-'^l/Cl—,-. O. —0 

L-^-^-1 

,1  ,.- 

6>- 1 k^-iX-^ j r 

v- K— -O ■ U'-C-' t '' 

Cö- 

v^/A3-'-(~-1_>—;V-'. ./  A 

zL 

M & f„ s P      ^     r~ 
/     ^O'V^-VV. 

A        \ 

M    i 

L 
^ ^ / ff 
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OAHIEL. MAHN, JÖHN5ÖH,& MEHDEHHALL 
JOB  NO. 

DESIGNED BY !>Z j 

SH EET NO. iW   '-* 

DATE 

APPROVED 

-a-     jyy<lsU^t^~2- y<        ^o       ^<i-6-o-t2-2_ ^-^U^ö 
/        / 

'kri£4~4^tr>' 

J-cA   A h 
Ao 

/ 

■^V J-^Cf^^cr^ '. 

&t n B Uscr-ft^-a^y* c* f 

^- f(L X,^,rs 
Je     C/M 

c/ £r      )  </ 

c F "-    )        f*   / Qv, . u   V. 5   ,    S. '   f d M        M 

-a^v-w yO' r 
^.i^^^U>U^w^ 

(A 

f 
.Jl^CO    , ■'J^t^C^o ■\}AAs^ 

/U* 
) 
/ 

J CL 

r. / 

V _>', 

/. 

Ay'r^-o   y^^L     /XA   UOJZ-   CJ I   plesOi^,    ^^.^c^y&Ciz^s s.-s^o'Xt*'   cj / 
u 

yui    c^^-'>^^p^<L&^>iAAj2-<^^    'C'l      iyy^~   J^- 'Xs-ut'flyCt^-,—, a^Lß- 
I ü 

JXjl^fv^o-xt-Z-f L 

AC ?:   crs - cr*. 
x^ 
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lAHIEL. MAriil JOrlHSOiiz MEttOEHML 
JOO   NO, SHEET No 

/)■ 

ÜCiüiaNED BY y J> DATE 

APPROVED 

;    ^v.-'<i 

f  .  \>        *      > ^^^'■f/^jV^/^J^^v,^ 

/    - ' ■-/' 

/ 
Z.    :   ^  ^     9 

L> "--t     tX^_<?. 

C/v 

3 J- > .        - <• 

L   J v, i  AM^yL   7   >^ T  A  r  /V r 

^-'^e      ^  ^^-;t-^' lr 1. /\JL<0   _x.-7v-V 

/ ^-i-u^-C       ...,AC^- 
y 

ItJJb ■■O-o^yOiL/yx^ 

is. 

/- 'y^'S^-O^ 

r 

x 

// 

r 

^ T   :    ./] (T 

^T   '■   ^^ 

p 

-r, ^      . v/3 
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